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Abstract 

Course: NAA303 Bachelor Thesis in Economics 15 ECTS 

University: Mälardalen University, School of Business, Society and Engineering 

Title: An Empirical Study of the Solow Growth Model  

Authors: Alina Koutun and Patrick Karabona  

Supervisor: Clas Eriksson 

Problem: The topic of economic growth has for a long time occupied the minds of the 

economists. There were designed various models that would explain the differences in the 

income levels and income growth rates between countries. Each model provides a specific set 

of variables in the attempt to explain these differences and estimate whether poor countries 

are growing faster than richer countries. The basic Solow model and the augmented Solow 

model are some of the first and most well-known models in the economic growth theory. 

Thus, it would be interesting to empirically test how well these models address the economic 

growth issues. 

Aim of the thesis: The aim of the thesis is, by applying different data, to replicate the study 

“A Contribution to the Empirics of Economic Growth” by Mankiw, Romer and Weil from 

1992, and to empirically test how well the basic and the augmented Solow models explain the 

income variation and the presence of the convergence phenomenon across countries.  

Method: The aim will be achieved by applying multiple regressions with the Ordinary Least 

Squares technique. 

Conclusion: Using real data, this study showed that cross-sectional income variations are 

better explained by the augmented Solow model than the basic Solow model. The goodness of 

fit was small in both models, perhaps due to the absence of other income related variables. 

The present paper has also covered the convergence issue. Absolute convergence is observed 

only among OECD countries due to their similarities in capital depreciation rate, population 

and technological growth rates. In order to increase economic growth rates in low income 

countries, it is recommended to better control the population growth and allocate more 

resources in human capital.  
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1. Introduction 
 

This section gives a short description of the problem and aim, as well as, a short overview of the 

literature and methodology applied in the current thesis. 

 

1.1 The problem description 

Economic growth is a quantitative change in the country’s level of GDP which results into the 

change in the country’s economy (Worldbank Glossary, 2004). 

The phenomenon of economic growth has for a long time been interesting for economists. 

The theorists of economic growth try to identify the factors that would explain why some 

countries are poor while other countries are rich, why some countries are growing faster than 

other countries. Also the theory of economic growth tries to answer the question of whether 

poor countries are likely to grow faster than rich countries and, thus, to catch up with them 

and close the income gap between them (converge).  

1.2 Review of literature 

Numerous studies on economic growth have attempted to estimate the factors that explain the 

income differences and improve the standards of living among the countries around the world. 

In this debate two major groups of economic growth models have been used: exogenous 

growth models and endogenous growth models.  

The neoclassical exogenous growth model was elaborated by Robert Solow (1956) and 

explained the growth in output as a function of capital accumulation and exogenously given 

labour growth and technological growth. The factor of technology is the most important factor 

in the Solow model. The main assumptions of the neoclassical growth model are the 

diminishing marginal product of capital and an exogenous nature of technological change and 

labour growth. The assumption of diminishing marginal product of capital means that the 

more capital is accumulated, the less additional output is produced. The assumptions of 

exogenous technological growth and labour growth mean that the model does not explain the 

sources of the growth of these two variables, i.e. the model takes their growth as given. In 

case of technology, its exogenous nature means that companies cannot affect technological 

change with research activities. In the long run as the country comes to its steady-state – an 

equilibrium state at which the capital per effective worker does not change – the per capita 

income will grow only due to the growth in technology. 

Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) introduced an augmented Solow model and empirically 

compared the performance of the basic Solow model and the augmented Solow model, by the 

use of real data. According to this study the differences among countries in per capita income 

should be explained by variability in physical and human capital investments and labour 

growth, variables that are all included in the augmented Solow model. The augmented Solow 

model explains much of the income variation between countries and makes reasonable 
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inferences about the magnitudes with which physical and human capital investment rates and 

labour growth rates influence the per capita income.  

Many theorists of endogenous growth models disagree with taking the technological change 

as an exogenous variable and concentrate on determining the factors that contribute to the 

growth of technology and, thus, indirectly influence the growth in income (Jones, 2002, ch.5).  

 

Romer (1990) expressed the endogenous technological change through the process of 

knowledge accumulation. This process is considered to be the core element that drives 

economic growth in the long-run. The ideas are created with high fixed costs and zero 

marginal costs by the researchers seeking for profits. Zero marginal costs in the process of 

knowledge production and challenges in charging fees for the use of the ideas produced allow 

other companies to benefit from the research conducted by some specific company. Thus, the 

economy that generates knowledge will be characterized by the presence of positive 

externalities and the increasing returns to scale. One of the main conclusions of the Romer 

endogenous model is that in the long run the economy that has developed science and human 

resources will have a higher economic growth rate than the economy that has not done this.  

 

Rebelo (1991), like Romer, treats economic growth endogenously. However, unlike Romer, 

Rebelo emphasizes that for economic growth to be endogenous, increasing returns and 

externalities are not necessary. These considerations resulted in the creation of an AK-model 

which represents the simplest illustration of an endogenous growth model and states that 

capital accumulation is the only driver of economic growth. Income per capita is linear in 

capital which therefore becomes characterized by constant marginal returns. The assumption 

of constant returns to capital means that the economy will grow infinitely. 

Like MRW in their augmented Solow model, the defenders of endogenous models recognize 

the important role of human capital investments in the process of the economic growth. 

According to Lucas (1988) and Romer (1990), higher investments in human capital lead to a 

higher growth rate of income per capita.  

 

Both models address the question of whether low-income countries tend to grow faster than 

rich countries, and thus, whether the income gap between these two types of countries 

becomes smaller over time. The Solow model argues that for countries with similar physical 

and human capital investment rates, population and technological growth rates, the 

convergence will be observed. The assumption of the diminishing marginal returns to capital 

will allow countries with a lower level of capital and income to grow faster than richer 

countries and, by doing so, to catch-up with the high income countries. (Jones, 2002, ch.3)  

 

Romer and Rebelo infer from their models that there is no way poor economies can grow 

faster and “catch-up” with advanced economies. The income level in rich countries is 

increasing all the time because of the constant returns to capital (Rebelo, 1991) or increasing 

returns to knowledge (Romer,1990) which means that the income gap between countries will 

always exist.  
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1.3 The aim of the thesis 

The aim of the thesis is to empirically test how well the basic and the augmented Solow 

models explain the income variation across countries and to examine the presence of the 

convergence phenomenon. The aim will be achieved through the replication of the study, 

conducted by Mankiw, Romer and Weil (MRW), presented in their article “A Contribution to 

the Empirics of Economic Growth” (1992), using different data. 

1.4 Limitations and Methodology 

This study will empirically investigate the effects of some important proximate explanatory 

variables on income variation. These variables are physical capital, human capital and 

population.  

Our empirical study will cover 107 countries from all over the world, divided into four 

groups. They include 29 OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) 

countries, 30 Sub-Sahara African countries, 21 countries from the Caribbean and Latin 

America and 27 countries from different geographical regions. Each country in the data sets 

has a population of more than one million. Four cross-country samples, each covering the 

period of 1975-2009, will be constructed.  

The data (see Appendix G) are collected from Penn World Tables 7.0 through Data Plotter 

provided by David Weil (Data Plotter, 2012). The exception is human capital, which is taken 

from the dataset provided by Barro and Lee (2011). 

The data set consists of real GDP per worker in 1975 and 2009, the average real GDP growth 

rate over the same period, percentage of GDP devoted to capital formation, population growth 

rate and percentage of working-age population attaining secondary school. In order to get rid 

of fluctuations, only annual average values will be used.  

Since the proximate sources of income variation mentioned here are not the only sources of 

economic growth, the results obtained might be biased. The bias would be due to the omission 

of other relevant variables such as inflation rate, government expenditures (taxation rate), 

private property rights, other “institutional/fundamental” variables etc. However, adding too 

many explanatory variables increases the risk of multicollinearity.  

The model specification will be introduced. An exogenous, also known as neoclassical, model 

will be presented, and the hypotheses formulated based on the theory will be tested in the 

regression analysis. For each group of countries, well arranged data will finally be used to 

perform cross-country regression analysis with Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). 

The regression analysis will be done in two steps. First, all economies will be assumed to be 

at their respective steady-state. At this stage, different regressions will be run in order to 

estimate the coefficients of each explanatory variable. Lastly, countries will be considered 

being out of their steady-state and the convergence test will be carried out. 
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2. Theoretical background 
 

This chapter presents the assumptions and the conclusions of the Solow model and the 

simplest version of the endogenous growth model, the AK model, with respect to such 

questions as the cross-country differences in income levels and the phenomenon of 

convergence. 

 

2.1 Solow model 

The Solow model was elaborated by Robert Solow and Trevor Swan in 1956 and is 

considered to be one of the most important contributions to the theory of economic growth. 

This model presents a simplified picture of the economy as a whole and helps to get an insight 

into the causes of the economic growth and the reasons for the income differences between 

countries (Acemoglu, 2008, ch.2). Solow and Swan assumed the saving rate, the population 

growth rate and the rate of the technological progress to be the main determinants of the 

economic growth (Jones, 2002, ch.2). 

 

The Solow model is a dynamic model that is built upon the neoclassical aggregate production 

function 

(2.1)                                         [              ] 

where,      is the aggregate output or real income at time   which is usually measured as real 

GDP. Total output is presented as a function of a capital input at time t,     , labour input at 

time  ,     , and a measure of productivity or the level of technology at time  ,     . 

The neoclassical character of this model, in contrast to its predecessors, is in the changing 

proportion between the capital input and labour input. According to the neoclassical theory 

the proportion between these two inputs can change because of the changing prices of these 

factors of production (Solow, 1956). 

The Solow model, as most macroeconomic models, assumes that there is produced only one 

good. The economy is characterized by perfect competition both in the market of the good 

and in the markets of the factors of production, which means that the economy is in the 

competitive general equilibrium. (Acemoglu, 2008, ch.2; Solow, 1956) The assumption of the 

competitive general equilibrium implies that the supplies of the factors of production and of 

the final good are equal to their respective demand. The model assumes that there are two 

types of actors in the markets: households and firms. For simplicity, all households as well as 

firms are considered to be homogenous.  

 

Households own the factors of production. They supply labour inelastically, and the national 

labour supply is represented by the population of the country. Population and, as a result, the 

labour force grows at a constant exogenously given rate,  . Households own capital and rent 

it to the firms. The ownership of the capital is established through the process of savings and 

investments that the households make in each unit of time. It is assumed by Solow (1956) that 

households save a constant fraction of their income      in each period. This fraction of 

income which is saved is known as the savings rate and from now on will be marked as    . 
The economy characterized by the Solow model is assumed to be closed, which means that 

the amount saved      is equal to the amount invested     in each unit of time (Jones, 2002, 
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ch.2). The capital that households rent to the firms depreciates at a constant rate (δ). The net 

change in capital is thus described by the equation: 

 

(2.2)                                                    ̇         
 

where the “dot” over K signifies the time derivative.  

 

Firms in the Solow model are driven by the purpose of profit maximization (Acemoglu, 2008, 

ch.2). The homogeneity of firms means that all firms in the economy face the same 

production function, so we can assume a “representative” (aggregate) production function.  

The factor of technology, A, incorporates the concept of effectiveness with which the factors 

of production are transformed into the final output (Weil, 2013, ch.7). Graphically, the 

technology factor is a factor that shifts the production function (Solow, 1956). It is assumed in 

the Solow model that the factor of technological change is free: technology is non-rival and 

non-excludable. The technology is non-rival in the sense that the usage of the results of the 

technological change by one individual doesn’t deprive other individuals of using it. It is 

impossible to exclude anyone from the use of the results of the technological change, which 

makes the technology non-excludable. Thus, technology is largely and freely available to all 

the firms. (Acemoglu, 2008, ch.2; Jones, 2002, ch.4; Romer, 1990) The level of technology 

factor A grows at a constant exogenous rate  . 

According to the assumptions of the Solow model stated above, labour and the factor of 

technology will grow at constant exogenous rates   and   respectively: 

                                                               

                                                               

The neoclassical aggregate production function used in the Solow model is characterized by 

the constant returns to scale and the diminishing marginal returns to capital and labour. When 

the production function exhibits constant returns to scale, the increase in the factors of 

production by some equal proportion will increase the final output by the same proportion. 

With the increase of one of the factors of production the total output will increase but it will 

increase each time by a smaller amount. This means that the factor of production is 

characterized by diminishing marginal returns.  

The neoclassical production function of the Solow model can be represented in the form of 

the Cobb-Douglas production function  

                             

where,   is a share of output paid to capital and       is a share of output paid to labour 

(Weil, 2013, ch.3). 
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Assuming that technology increases labour productivity, the Cobb-Douglas production 

function will take the following form: 

(2.3)                                                                     

where,          is the amount of effective labour (Jones, 2002, ch.2). 

By presenting A as a factor that makes labour more productive, we can express the income per 

unit of effective labour as a function of the capital per unit of effective labour: 

(2.4)                                 
    

        
 (

 

        
)
 

 (
        

        
)
   

      

where,   is the output per unit of effective labour and   is the capital per unit of effective 

labour. 

Thus, in the Solow model the main source of economic growth is capital accumulation. The 

change in capital leads to the change in level of total income and is determined by the 

following equation: 

 ̇                 

where,       is the fraction of the income saved and, as a result, invested. (Jones, 2002, ch.2; 

Weil, 2013; Acemoglu, 2008, ch.2) (See the derivation of this equation in section 3.1) 

From the equation of the capital change it is seen that the growth in capital is positively 

related to the level of investments and negatively related to the depreciation rate, the growth 

rate of the population and the rate of technological change. 

Due to diminishing marginal returns to the factors of production and, as a result, the concavity 

of the investment curve      , the change in capital per unit of effective worker will 

eventually become equal zero (see Figure 2.1): 

 (2.5)                                               ̇                   

At the point where capital does not accumulate anymore and the capital-labour ratio becomes 

constant, income growth stabilizes and the economy appears at its steady-state level of capital 

and output per unit of effective labour. Thus, based on equations (2.4) and (2.5), a steady-state 

condition can be solved for the level of capital and income: 

     (
 

     
)

 
   

 

where,     is a steady state level of capital per unit of effective labour. 

 

Substituting the expression of the steady state level of capital into the production function 

(2.4) gives  
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           (
 

     
)

 
   

 

where,     is the steady state level of output per unit of effective labour. 

 
The Solow’s steady state level of output explains the differences in the standards of living 

between countries. Rich countries tend to have higher stocks of capital due to higher 

investment rates and lower population growth rates, keeping all other variables constant. 

The driver of the long run economic growth is the rate of technological change  , which is 

considered to be exogenous (Jones, 2002, ch.2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1.The basic Solow equation (source: Jones, 2002, p.39) 

The study conducted by MRW (1992) led to the modification of the Solow model through the 

introduction of the concept of the human capital. The new production function took the 

following form: 

(2.6)                                                                 , 

where,   is a human capital stock and   is a fraction of income paid to human capital. 

Human capital refers to all the qualities that increase the productivity of a worker (Acemoglu, 

2008, ch.3), and in general comprises such parameters as health and education (Weil, 2013, 

ch.6). It is assumed that physical capital and human capital are similar in several ways. Both 

types of capital are productive as they increase the level of output produced. Human capital as 

well as physical capital is produced through the process in savings and investments out of real 

income. The owners of both types of capital earn a return. The only difference is that the 

owners of human capital should earn return by working, while the owners of physical capital 

does not need to invest much of their time in order to earn the return. (Weil, 2013, ch.6) 

 

The MRW study contributes to the Solow model by concluding that countries are richer if 

they have a higher level of human capital as well as a higher level of physical capital. A 

higher accumulation of physical capital leads to a higher level of output, which in turn leads 

to a higher level of human capital and a higher level of total output again, etc. Besides, the 

higher the share of income paid to physical capital owners    , the more important is the 

 𝑘𝑠𝑠 k 

𝑠𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝑘  
sf(k) 

(n+g+δ)k 
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contribution into the level of income made by physical capital; the higher the share of income 

paid to human capital owners    , the more important is the contribution into the level of 

income made by human capital (Acemoglu, 2008, ch.3). 

The main disadvantage of the Solow model is an assumption of an exogenous technological 

growth rate which is considered to be the main driver of the long run economic growth. The 

Solow model does not specify what factors influence the technological growth or the speed of 

the technological progress. (Acemoglu, 2008, ch.2) 

2.2 An endogenous growth model (the AK model) 

Rebelo (1991) provided a simplest version of the endogenous growth model, the AK-model. It 

is characterized by the following production function: 

(2.7)                                                                  

where Y is the level of income, A is some constant that ensures proportionality of income to 

capital and K is the capital stock. 

This model belongs to the first generation of the endogenous growth models (Acemoglu, 

2008, ch.11) and explains cross country differences in the growth rates of income through the 

differences in the saving rates which in turn can be influenced by the economic policy 

conducted by the government (Rebelo, 1991; Jones, 2002, ch.8).  

It is assumed that the production function is linear in its only factor of production, the capital 

stock.  Population is assumed to be constant (Rebelo, 1991) and, thus, the population growth 

rate is equal zero. An endogenous character of the model is based on a result that government 

economic policy has long run implications on the saving patterns of the households and, thus, 

on the growth rate of a country. The assumption about the production function rejects a 

possibility of exogenous technological change implied by the Solow model and leads to the 

conclusion that the technological growth rate must equal 0. (Rebelo, 1990) With technological 

progress together with the constant returns to capital the growth would be accelerating, which 

we do not see in reality. The main feature of the AK model is constant returns to scale 

exhibited by the production function and in particular the constant return to the accumulated 

factor of production, capital. Rebelo (1990) explains the presence of constant returns to scale 

through the absence of such finite resources as land in the process of capital stock production. 

Based on these assumptions, the production function becomes proportional and linear in 

capital with the share of income paid to capital owners equal to 1 (since    ). 

The capital stock is accumulated through the process of savings and this can be expressed by 

the following equation:  

(2.8)                                                 ̇        or  ̇         

Constant returns to the capital accumulation guarantee a constant addition to the total output 

equal to A per unit of additional capital (Jones, 2002, ch.8). 
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From the equation of the capital accumulation (2.8) it is seen that savings and depreciation 

can be represented by straight lines (Jones, 2002, ch.8). Therefore, the capital stock is always 

growing, which leads to an unlimited growth in the level of income. 

If we divide both sides of the capital accumulation equation (2.8) by K, the growth of capital 

equation will be derived: 

 
 ̇

 
         

Recalling the production function (2.7), it is seen that the growth rate of output is equal to the 

growth rate of capital (Jones, 2002, ch.8): 

(2.9)                                                       
 ̇

 
 

 ̇

 
       

The income growth equation (2.9) shows that the linearity implied by the assumptions of the 

AK model leads to the infinite growth in income (see Figure 2.2). Thus, the economic policy 

orientated on an increase in investments through savings will have long run effects on the 

income growth of a country and will result in substantial income differences between 

countries (Rebelo, 1991). This is the core conclusion of the AK-model which is quite different 

from the Solow model where this mechanism does not exist. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2.2.The Basic AK-model Equation (source: authors) 

The main pitfall of the AK-model is the assumption of the linear relationships between the 

capital and income. According to Jones (2002, ch.8), there is not any evidence of linearity 

between these two variables. As capital is the only explanatory variable in the AK-model, the 

share of income distributed to capital approaches 1. This assumption is also considered to be 

unrealistic. Various estimates of the value of the capital share in income showed that it equals 

approximately 1/3. The estimations of the capital share in the models with human capital and 

externalities indicate that it can equal 2/3 or even 4/5. Moreover, taking into account all the 

assumptions implied by the AK-model, it is seen that differences in economic growth rates 

between the countries should be permanent, as the rate of investments in physical capital is 

always growing faster than depreciation rate. This result is not observed in reality though. The 

evidence shows that there can be permanent differences in the levels of income across the 

countries but not in the economic growth rates. (Jones, 2002, ch.8; Acemoglu, 2008, ch.11)  

K 

Y 

𝑠𝐴 

𝛿 

 

�̇�

𝑌
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𝐾
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2.3 Convergence 

Convergence is ”the process by which a country’s per worker output will grow or shrink from 

some initial position toward the steady-state level” (Weil, 2013, p. 87). The steady-state is the 

point at which the per worker capital k is stable, i.e., the change in   is zero .The phenomenon 

of convergence is one of the main topics in the theory of economic growth, and is aimed at 

explaining the differences in the growth rates between countries and investigating whether the 

income differences across countries decrease with time. 

The convergence property can be illustrated by the Solow equation divided by  : 

(2.10)                                                 
 ̇

 
  

    

 
         

One can show that the average product of capital (
    

 
) is decreasing as the capital increases. 

Therefore, holding the sum         constant, it is seen that the further away a country is 

from its steady state level of income, the higher is the proportional growth rate of capital and 

income per capita. (Jones, 2002, ch.3) 

In the Cobb-Douglas production function the per capita level of output is proportional to a 

power function of the per capital level of capital (       ) and, as a result, the economy 

with a lower initial level of capital and income per capita tends to grow faster than the 

economy with the higher initial level of capital and income per capita (Barro, 1992). In 

equation (2.10), we then have  
    

 
  

  

 
      . The dynamics is illustrated in Figure 

2.3. 

The Solow model explains the differences in the growth rates between countries through the 

process of “transition dynamics” (Jones, 2002, p. 69). It states that countries that have the 

level of capital and income below their steady states tend to grow faster than the steady-state 

growth rate which is the sum of the population growth rate and the technological growth rate. 

On the other hand, countries that have capital and income levels above their respective steady-

states tend to grow more slowly than the steady-state growth rate. This hypothesis of 

convergence is known as the absolute convergence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3.Transition dynamics in the neoclassical model (source: Jones, 2002, p.68) 

𝑛  𝑔  𝛿 

𝑠
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After a statistical research, Baumol (1986) empirically presented some evidence showing the 

presence of the convergence process among some countries and its absence among others. 

This finding led to different opinions regarding convergence and the explanations behind this 

phenomenon. (Jones, 2002, ch.3) 

The neoclassical model explains the results obtained by Baumol through the “conditional 

convergence” hypothesis (Acemoglu, 2008, p. 19). According to the conditional convergence 

hypothesis countries differ with respect to investment rates, population and technological 

growth rates and, thus, have different steady states. Looking at each country separately, poor 

countries will tend to grow faster if they are far below their own steady states but the decrease 

in income differences around the world will not be observed. The neoclassical model states 

that convergence will be observed only among countries that have similar steady-state levels 

(like the OECD countries). That is, countries with similar investment rates, population and 

technological growth rates will converge at approximately the same steady states level of 

income. Within the group of countries with the same steady state poor countries will tend to 

grow faster than richer countries as they approach the same steady state. As a result, the 

income differences among the countries in this group will decrease. (Barro, 1991) In this case, 

the absolute and the conditional convergence are indistinguishable due to the similarity of 

steady states. The higher growth rates of poor countries are explained by the mobility of 

technology as non-rival and non-excludable goods and the diminishing marginal product of 

capital. That is, in poor countries the initial level of capital is lower than in rich countries, 

which leads to the presence of a higher marginal product of capital in poor countries 

(Barro,1991).  

In an endogenous AK model the convergence is never observed, which is due to the constant 

returns to the only factor of production – capital. The level of investments is always higher 

than the depreciation rate. The constant marginal product of capital leads to constant increase 

in capital and, thus, in income per capita. (Jones, 2002, ch.8) 
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3. Analysis 
 

This chapter includes specification of the regression model, multivariable regression analysis, 

descriptive statistics and correlation matrices.  

 

3.1 Model description and specification 

As stated in the previous chapter, the starting point of the Solow model is that, at every point 

of time, a country’s income is divided into consumption      and investments I(t). 

Mathematically, this can be written as  

(3.1)                                                        

It has also been mentioned that  I(t) is a function of a share of income saved s. It can then be 

deduced that consumption is proportional to the remaining share     . Thus, equation (3.1) 

becomes 

(3.2)                                                                

which gives 

(3.3)                                                                 

MRW (1992) found that the inclusion of human capital in the neoclassical aggregate 

production function (2.1) makes the Solow model better fit the data. Let’s then consider a 

standard labour augmented aggregate production function as a variant of equation (2.1) 

 

(3.4)                                                                  
 

This function is assumed to be characterized by constant returns to scale and diminishing 

marginal returns to effective labour (AL), physical (K) and human (H) capital, which are the 

only factors of production. The savings are now invested with respect to the rates   , and    , 

i.e., the fractions of income respectively devoted to the formation of physical and human 

capital. Like physical capital, human capital depreciates and, thereby,    and    are assumed 

to be the respective rates of decay of physical and human capital. Following MRW (1992), it 

is assumed that        . 

 

The effective physical and human capital ratios are defined as:   
 

  
 and   

 

  
  

Given the constant returns to scale assumption, output per effective worker is 

  
 

  
  (

 

  
 
 

  
  )           . (Acemoglu, 2008, ch.3) 
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The changes in physical and human capital stock at every point of time are suitably obtained 

by  ̇          and  ̇         . This implies that the changes in per effective worker 

stock of physical and human capital at a certain time t are 

 

(3.5a)                         
 ̇

  
    [

 

  
 
 

  
  ]   

 

  
 

 ̇

  
               

(3.5b)                         
 ̇

  
    [

 

  
 
 

  
  ]   

 

  
 

 ̇

  
              

Following MRW (1992), a Cobb Douglas production function form is chosen and each 

country is assumed to be a closed economy. Thus, for a country i (where          ) at time 

t, the aggregate production similar to equation (2.6) is   

(3.6)             
      

 
               

      with                        ,  

where         are the returns to physical and human capital respectively. 

Population and technology are assumed to grow exogenously at rates 
 ̇    

     
    and 

 ̇    

     
    

respectively, which implies that the number of effective units of labour,           , grows at 

the rate        .  

MRW (1992) assumed that countries differ in their respective population growth rates    and 

their stocks of physical and human capital accumulations due to different savings rates     and 

    . The effective output per worker takes the following form: 

 (3.7)                                         (
  

    
   )

 

(
  

    
   )

 

(
    

    
   )

     

   
      

 
    

We will now derive the two differential equations that describe the development of    and    . 

First, taking the logarithm on both sides of the equations       
     

          
 and               

       
     

          
 yields: 

  (     )    (     )    (     )             

  (     )    (     )    (     )             

And differentiating these equations with respect to time gives: 

 ̇ 

  
 

 ̇ 

  
 

 ̇ 

  
 

 ̇ 

  
          and                  

 ̇ 

  
 

 ̇ 

  
 

 ̇ 

  
 

 ̇ 

  
 

By multiplying both sides of each of these equations respectively by    
  

    
  and    

  

    
, 

we obtain: 

 ̇  
 ̇ 

  

  

    
 

 ̇ 

  
   

 ̇ 

  
            and            ̇  

 ̇ 

  

  

    
 

 ̇ 

  
    

 ̇ 
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This implies:   
 ̇ 

    
  ̇                   and            

 ̇ 

    
  ̇            

 

Substituting the right hand side of each of the above equations into equation (3.5) gives: 

               ̇                            and                           ̇            

which is equivalent to: 

 ̇                                            and             ̇                        

Rewriting this, we finally get:  

(3.8a)                               ̇     
                     

(3.8b)                               ̇     
                     

Following MRW (1992), the dynamic convergence will be first ignored by assuming that all 

countries are in their respective steady states, i.e.,  ̇   ̇     Thereby, equation (3.8) 

becomes: 

   
   

  

         
 

   
   

  

         
 

Substituting (3.7) into (3.8) gives:  

   
   

  
   

 

         
                                                          

   
   

  
   

 

         
   

 
 (

    
 
  

  

          
)

 
   

    

Plugging (b) into (a) implies:  

   (
    
   

    
 

         
)

       

     

Plugging (a) into (b) yields:  

   (
    
     

   

         
)
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Thus, the unique steady state equilibrium of physical and human capital to effective labor 

ratios of a country i is given by: 

  
  [(

    

       
)
   

(
    

       
)
 

]

 
     

 

(3.9) 

  
  [(

    

       
)
 

(
    

       
)
   

]

 
     

 

By substituting, simultaneously, equations (3.9) into the Cobb-Douglas production function 

(3.6), the steady state per capita income equation for a country i can be written as: 

(3.10)                        
     

     

     
      (

    

       
)

 

     
(

    

       
)

 

     
 

According to Acemoglu (2008, p. 126), MRW (1992) use a “common technology 

assumption”, which implies that        ̅         . This assumption means that countries 

differ in their initial technological level, but are similar with regard to their technological 

growth rate  . This is aimed at avoiding divergence in per effective worker income 

variation   
 

  
 . 

Acemoglu (2008, p. 128) points out another implicit assumption made by MRW (1992), 

namely, the Orthogonal technology assumption:  ̅        with    orthogonal to all other 

variables. This is necessary for consistent estimation of equation (3.10). (Acemoglu, 2008, 

ch.3) 

Finally, using these two assumptions together with the production function and taking 

logarithms, we obtain the following income per worker in country  : 
 

    
        ̅     

 

     
  (

    

      
)  

 

     
  (

    

      
)
  

   

 

However, since it is a cross-country analysis, the time does not matter and, thus, the variable 

time   will be dropped. Hence, 

(3.11)                   
             

 

     
  (    

 )  
 

     
  (    

 )
  

   
 

 
   

     
               

where,       is the initial level of technology,    is the random error term that captures the 

values of all omitted explanatory variables that influence the value of income per capita and 

also includes purely random effects. 
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MRW (1992) also assumed that the sum of the capital depreciation rate and the exogenous 

labour productivity growth rate, i.e.,     , is equivalent to 0.05.  

Using the cross country data on              and regressing income per capita on these 

measures with the help of the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method, the values of the factor 

shares          can be estimated. The sum         is expected to be less than 0.70 but 

greater than 0.60 (MRW, 1992). 

Based on economic theory, capital means machines and tools used by labour to increase 

productivity; thus a positive sign is expected on the regression coefficients of the saving rate 

and the share of the labour force attaining secondary school. It is assumed that the population 

growth has a negative effect on per capita income. 

For each sample of countries, the first equation to be estimated will be the one without human 

capital term (i.e.,    ). Hence, equation (3.11) becomes: 

(3.12)                        
           

 

   
  (    )  

 

   
              

So far, the model specification was based under the assumption that all countries are in 

steady-state. The coming section derives a linearization of the Solow model, which takes into 

account transition dynamics. 

The Solow growth model predicts that countries will converge to different steady-state levels 

given that they have different determinants of the steady state, namely: accumulation of 

human and physical capital and population growth. This is the conditional convergence 

phenomenon. The model makes it possible to determine the rate of convergence obtained by 

approximating      . Following MRW (1992), the actual per worker value of output at time   

in the neighbourhood of the steady-state level is 

(3.13)   
  

            

  
  [     

            ],where                   and    .                   

Solving this differential equation, we obtain, 

(3.14)                   (     )               
                 ,  

where,       is the income per effective worker at a certain initial date 0 for a country i . 

Subtracting             from both sides of equation (3.14) gives, 

(3.15)              (     )    (     )               
             (     )  . 

Substituting equation (3.10) for     
     gives:  

     

(3.16)   (
     

     
)          (

 

     
  (    

 )  
 

     
  (    

 )   
   

     
           )  
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In addition to saving rate, share of working-age population in secondary school and 

population growth rate, equation (3.16) also includes the initial level of income per worker as 

an explanatory variable. This allows the determination of the speed with which an economy 

converges to its steady-state.  

However, by studying the work of Klenow and Rodriguez (1997) and Hall and Jones (1999), 

Acemoglu (2008, ch.3) points out two main problems in the regression analyses which are 

due to the following two implicit assumptions (as already mentioned): 

 Countries have the same technological growth rate. 

 Technology differences across countries are orthogonal to all other variables 

In reality, the initial level of technology is correlated to  , the stock of physical capital, and  , 

the stock of human capital. Since initial levels of technology differ, one may expect countries 

with high initial level of technology to be those that have invested more in physical and 

human capital. On the other hand, technological progress will stimulate more investment in 

physical and human capital. Therefore, the complementarity between physical and human 

capital, implies a ‘reverse causality’ problem. (Acemoglu, 2008, p.131)  

3.2 Multivariable Regression analysis 

The main equations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.16) derived above in the model specification section 

will be subject to the analysis of regressions. We therefore briefly review some concepts and 

methods of regression analysis here, to make the subsequent statistical analysis easier to 

follow. 

 

Regression analysis is statistical technique used for analyzing large amounts of data in order 

to estimate by how much and in what direction a dependent variable will change as a result of 

a change in the explanatory variables. This is done through the quantification of one equation, 

called a linear regression line. (Studenmund, 2011, ch.1) 

 

A linear regression line is the line that best fits the observations in the data. By best-fitting 

line, it is meant a line that minimizes the sum of the squared residuals, which measure the 

distance between the observations in the data and the estimated equation (Studenmund, 2011, 

ch.1).  

 

This approach means that a regression line will be as close as possible to the data points, and 

it is called the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method. OLS is a plausible method, widely used 

by economists (though not all) to test hypothesis, extracted from economic theory, against the 

real world data. 

 

In this thesis, we will use Microsoft Excel in running all regressions. The outputs of the 

models will be analyzed by checking whether the signs of the coefficients obtained are 

consistent with the hypotheses previously formulated based on economic theory, and whether 

the coefficients are statistically significant, i.e. statistically different from zero.  

 

For each regression run, the Excel output will contain the standards errors (i.e., the standard 

deviation divided by the square root of the sample size), estimated t-values (i.e., the 

coefficient estimate divided by the standard error), p-values (i.e., probability of accepting 

insignificant coefficients) and 95% confidence lower and upper bounds. 
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The sample size N and the number of independent variables k allows to find the degrees of 

freedom         , which will be used together with the one-sided 5% level test to find 

the critical t-values in the t-distribution table. Finally, it will be concluded that the coefficient 

is significant if the t-value is larger than the critical value. 

 

At variance, the p-values which are the probabilities that estimated coefficients are not 

significant could be a good alternative because they are easy to use and allow the free choice 

of the level of significance. (Studenmund, 2011, ch.5) Very low p-values indicate that 

coefficients are highly significant. 

 

Regression equations (3.11) and (3.12) will be restricted, i.e., constraints will be imposed on 

the coefficients based on economic theory, to allow easy computation of income variation 

elasticities assignable to different explanatory variables. The restricted equations are: 

 

     
           

 

   
(  (    )            )     (derived from equation 3.12) for the 

model without human capital, and 

    
      

        
 

     
(  (    )             )  

 

     
(  (    )             )

  

  
    

(derived from Equation 3.11)  for the model with human capital. 

Restriction testing is therefore required and will be performed by the mean of F-statistics. The 

objective is to check whether the fit of the unconstrained equation is not significantly different 

from that of the constrained equation.  

 

The general formula for this test is:   
          

 ⁄

   
       ⁄

  , where RSS is residual sum of squares 

from the unconstrained equation,       is residual sum of squares from the constrained 

equation , M is the number of coefficients eliminated from the unconstrained equation, and  

        is degrees of freedom in the unconstrained equation. (Studenmund, 2011, ch.5) 

The null hypothesis in this case is what we would expect to be true, i.e., the equations are not 

different. If the F-value is larger than the critical value, then the unrestricted fit will be 

significantly different to the restricted one. 

 

Lastly, R-squared, i.e., coefficient of determination represents the percentage of the total 

variation in the dependent variable that is explained by the explanatory variables. However, 

the R-squared adjusted to the degrees of freedom is a better indicator of goodness of fit when 

comparing two models with the same dependent variable with a different number of 

explanatory variables (Studenmund, 2011, ch.2). 

The fit ranges from 0 to 1, and the value approaching 1 indicates a good fit. But, the adjusted 

fit can be negative due to irrelevant explanatory variable(s). 

 

The fit is typically smaller in cross sectional than in time-series data and 0.50 is considered to 

be satisfying the cross-country data. Yet, the main objective in running regression is to test the 

hypotheses, derived from economic theory, not maximizing the adjusted R-squared. 
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The variables defined in Table 1 will be used in the regression analysis.  

 
Table 1: Definition of Variables 

 

Variable Definition and data source 

       and        Natural log of real gross domestic product (GDP) per worker in 

1975 and 2009 respectively. Both levels of income are converted 

into common currency unit by applying purchasing power parity 

(PPP) exchange rates. Basic data sources: Penn World Tables 7.0 

(Data Plotter, 2012). Data sources for Chile: Penn World Tables 

7.1 (Country Snapshots 5.0, 2013). 

                 Natural log difference real GDP per working-age person 1975-

2009 

       Natural log of an average amount of real GDP invested in physical 

capital. A proxy chosen for the calculation of this variable is a 

proportion of investments in the total real GDP. Data source:  Penn 

World Tables 7.0 (Data Plotter, 2012). 

             Natural log of an average growth rate of the population of age 15 

and older, and a sum of depreciation and a technological growth 

rates which equals to 0,05. It is assumed that the population 

growth rate is used as the labor force growth rate. Data source: 

Penn World Tables 7.0 (Data Plotter, 2012). 

       Natural log of an average percentage of the population of age15 

and older that attain a secondary school. This is a proxy for a 

human capital. Data sources: Barro and Lee (2011). 

 

    Annual population growth rate for the period 1975-2009. It is 

computed as [ln (pop09/pop75)]/34.  

    Labor force exogenous productivity growth.  

    Capital (physical and human) depreciation rate. 

 

 

There is a possible pitfall with choosing the secondary school attainment as a proxy of human 

capital. The measure of educational attainment does not take into account experiences and 

skills gained after education. With the same schooling years, people from different countries 

may have different amount of accumulated skills and experiences. The quality of education is 

not a preoccupation here, only the quantity matters. The educational attainment does not 

consider the fact that people differ in their ability.  

It is also hard to find good estimates for capital and labor inputs. Solow uses labor hours 

instead of effective labor hours and the amount of capital in national accounts is measured 

based on total expenditure instead of the real market value. Complications in the calculation 

of capital and labor variables lead to biases in the calculation of technological growth rate. 

(Acemoglu, 2008, ch.3)  
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3.3 Descriptive Statistics  

Descriptive statistics allows seeing an overall picture of the data behavior through the 

calculation of parameters of position (i.e., mean, median, mode...) and dispersion (i.e., 

variance, standard deviation, coefficient of variation…) in each sample. Moreover, useful 

information about the possibility of convergence is received. In fact, for the whole period, the 

smaller is the difference between the countries with respect to each variable, the higher is the 

probability of observing convergence, as it is implied by the conditional convergence theory 

(Jones, 2002, ch.3). 

 

In this paper, only annually averaged values will be used in order to get rid of variation 

among observations in the data.   

Thus, for each sample of countries, tools and /or techniques learned in Descriptive Statistics 

will be used to compute average (arithmetic mean), standard deviation, minimum and 

maximum values and coefficient of variation (i.e., CV measures the degree of variation) for 

the following variables: 

 real GDP per worker in 1975 and 2009 (Y/L: real GDP divided by number of labor 

force in 1975 and 2009 ); 

 average growth rate of GDP per worker for the period 1975-2009. 

 growth rate of the population of the working age ranging from 15 and over (it is 

assumed that the population growth rate is also the labor force growth rate); 

 share (percentage) of real GDP devoted to investment; 

 percentage of population aged 15 and over attaining secondary school for the period 

1975-2009.  

 

Table 1 (Sub-Sahara Africa) in the Appendix A: 

There were observed significant differences in real GDP per worker what explains the vast 

diversification of economic performance in this part of the world. There is also some degree 

of diversity in building physical capital stock. However, these countries display strong 

similarities in the population growth rate and in the average enrolment rate of the working age 

population in secondary school.  

From the table 2 (OECD) in the Appendix A, we learn that: 

The average growth rate of GDP in this data set for the period 1975-2009, is almost 1.5% with 

55% of CV. These countries exhibit differences in population growth, but are similar in the 

share of income devoted to capital formation and in the stock of human capital. 

In the table 3 (Mixed region) in Appendix A, we observe that: 

These countries differ in real GDP per worker and in their population expansion rate, but are 

similar in the share of income allocated in building their stock of capital. The school 

enrolment rate is also diversified. 

Table 4 (Caribbean and Latin America) in the Appendix A: 

There was found a strong diversification in economic growth and population growth. Besides, 

there were observed significant similarities in income invested in capital formation and in the 

school enrolment rate. 
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3.4 Correlation matrices 

The correlation matrices presented in Table 2 are constructed for the purpose of detecting 

possible problems of multicollinearity. Multicollinearity exists in every equation because all 

the variables are correlated with each other up to some extent. One of the most common ways 

of detecting multicollinearity is the evaluation of the absolute value of the correlation 

coefficient between two variables. The problem of multicollinearity is considered serious if 

the absolute value of the correlation coefficient between the two variables is higher than 0.8. 

Large standard errors that can be observed from the correlation matrices below can thus 

indicate a serious multicollinearity problem. The presence of multicollinearity results in a 

biased increase of the standard errors of the estimated coefficients. (Studenmund, 2011, ch.8) 

Luckily, the correlation coefficients are all lower than the critical value in all these matrices. 

Table 2: Correlation matrices 

a) OECD 

 Labour force: n   : I/GDP   : School 

Labour force: n 1   

  : I/GDP    0.012 1  

  : School – 0.225 – 0.015 1 

 

b) Caribbean and Latin America 

 

 Labour force: n   : I/GDP   : School 

Labour force: n 1   

  : I/GDP – 0.486 1  

  : School – 0.683 0.514 1 

 

 

c) Mixed region 

d)  

 Labour force: n   : I/GDP   : School 

Labour force: n 1   

  : I/GDP    0.069 1  

  : School – 0.427 0.438 1 

 

 

e) Sub-Sahara Africa 

 

 Labour force: n   : I/GDP   : School 

Labour force: n 1   

  : I/GDP – 0.185 1  

  : School – 0.180 0.462 1 
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4. Empirical Results 
 

The coming section presents the results documentation obtained from the regression analysis 

of different models. 

 

According to the neoclassical Solow model a country achieves a higher steady-state level of 

income per capita when it has a higher saving rate and a lower rate of the sum of population, 

technological growth rates and capital depreciation rate. Thus, it is expected that the 

estimation gives a positive saving rate regression coefficient and a negative regression 

coefficient on the sum       . 

4.1 Estimation of Economies in Steady- State 

At this stage economies are assumed to be in their respective steady-states. The Basic model 

and the Augmented Solow models are estimated by regressing the natural logarithm of 

income in 2009 to the natural logarithm of the savings rate, population growth rate and the 

average share of labour force in secondary school respectively. 

4.1.1 Regression estimation of the Basic Solow model  

Table 3 reports the estimation results of the basic Solow model. In equation (3.12), the 

coefficients on the natural logarithm of capital and population growth are equal in absolute 

values. Given that α, the share of capital in the total income is expected to roughly be 1/3, the 

regression coefficients for the two explanatory variables should then approximately be equal 

to 0.5 and -0. 5. Estimations are made both with and without imposing restriction on the 

coefficients. 
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               Table 3: Regression estimation of the Basic Solow model (for more details see Appendix B) 

Dependent variable: ln GDP per working-age person in 2009 

Sample:                                 Sub-Sah. Afr.     OECD        Mixed Reg. C.     Carib & Lat. Amer 

Observations:                                30                 29                      27                            21 

Unrestricted regression 

Constant:                                     +3.746            +8.181               +6.752                        +6.069 

                                                                (5.718)             (1.764)                  (2.948)                          (3.493) 

    :                                           +0.917          +0.322               +1.339                     +0.376 

                                                    (0.360)          (0.315)              (0.405)                     (0.453) 

          :                               -2.302           -1.131              -1.629                      -1.522 

                                                     (2.159)          (0.595)              (1.069)                    (1.153) 

       :                                        0.195             0.085                0.306                      0.097 

s.e.e :                                             0.871             0.306                 0.742                     0.589 

Restricted regression 

Constant:                                     +7.249           +10.266            +7.482                        +8.894 

                                                     (0.336)            (0.383)             (0.508)                      (0.404) 

                :                 +0.993             +0.496            +1.377                       +0.624 

                                                     (0.334)             (0.282)            (0.369)                      (0.332) 

       :                                       0.213                 0.069              0.332                         0.113   

s.e.e :                                            0.861                 0.308              0.728                         0.584                          

Test of restriction: 

p-value:                                          0.006               0.161               0.002                         0.050 

Implied     :                                   0.498               0.332                0.579                         0.384 

Test of restriction                       

with F-statistic:                                                                                                                 

Notice: the standard errors are in the parentheses. 
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The coefficients have the same signs as expected in all four samples. Using the t-statistics at 

the 5% significance level, it was found that for the Sub-Sahara Africa sample the level of 

saving rate is statistically significant, while the value of the sum         is not 

significant. The same result is observed in the Mixed region sample. For the sample of OECD 

countries the saving rate is not statistically significant, while the level of the sum         

is statistically significant. For the Caribbean and Latin America sample both the level of 

savings and the level of the sum         are found to be not statistically significant. 

As in MRW (1992), the constraint that the coefficient on         should be equal, in 

magnitude, to the coefficient on            is not rejected in any sample at 5% level test. 

The adjusted    is not big in any sample which contradicts the MRW findings that 

differences in savings and population growth explain a large share of cross-sectional income 

variation. Moreover, in the regions of OECD and Caribbean and Latin America the coefficient 

of determination is very small. This is probably due to the omission of relevant variables in 

each sample. The different implied α values are calculated based on the coefficients obtained 

from the restricted equation. It was found a capital’s share of around one third for the OECD 

area, almost one half for the sub-Sahara Africa region, slightly less than 0.60 for the Mixed 

region and 0.38 in the Caribbean and Latin America zone. In short, these income elasticities 

are diversified. However, they are not significantly different from the 0.5 and -0.5 predicted 

by the model. 

4.1.2 Regression estimation of the Augmented Solow model  

Table 4 shows the estimation results of the basic Solow model augmented by human capital. 

In equation (3.11), the coefficient on the natural logarithm of the percentage of working-age 

population enrolled in secondary school is expected to be positive, like on the saving rate. 

This is based on the fact that educated labour produces more and high quality goods. The 

human capital therefore positively affects income. Moreover, the sum (α+β) is supposed to be 

roughly 0.60. 

Table 4: Regression estimation of the Augmented Solow model (for more details see Appendix C) 

Dependent variable: ln GDP per working-age person in 2009 

 

Sample:                                Sub-Sah. Afr.     OECD         Mixed Reg. C.     Carib & Lat. Amer 

Observations:                                 30                   29                       27                             21 

Unrestricted regression 

Constant:                               +5.172              +9.900                  +8.915                       +9.294 

                                                                (5.154)              (1.609)                     (3.192)                         (4.165) 

       :                                        +0.527           +0.297                 +0.893                    +0.212 

                                                     (0.353)           (0.270)                (0.489)                   (0.459) 
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                                                 +0.521          +0.616                 +0.540                     +0.634 

                                                     (0.189)           (0.193)                (0.350)                   (0.469) 

          :                              -1.900            -0.697                   -0.851                     -0.523 

                                                     (1.942)          (0.529)                 (1.155)                   (1.347) 

       :                                         0.352            0.324                    0.344                      0.136 

s.e.e:                                              0.781             0.263                   0.722                       0.576 

Restricted regression 

Constant:                                     +7.327            +9.386                 +7.453                     +8.531 

                                                    (0.301)             (0.406)                (0.496)                    (0.448) 

                :                +0.568              +0.263                +0.893                     +0.183 

                                                     (0.334)              (0.245)               (0.481)                   (0.419) 

                                 +0.529               +0.585               +0.466                     +0.581 

                                                    (0.186)               (0.165)               (0.307)                   (0.358) 

       :                                       0.372                 0.347                   0.365                      0.183 

  s.e.e                                            0.769                 0.258                   0.710                      0.560 

Test of restriction: 

p-value:                                        0.065               0.0008                  0.002                      0.050 

Implied     :                                 0.271                 0.142                  0.378                       0.104 

Implied β   :                                 0.252                 0.317                   0.198                      0.329 

Test of restriction 

F-statistic       :                             0.182                0.114                    0.225                      0.036 

Notice: the standard errors are in the parentheses. 

The inclusion of human capital into the regression equation triggers a considerable magnitude 

fall in the coefficients of physical capital investment for three of the regions (for Sub-Sahara: 

from 0.917 to 0.527; Mixed region: from 1.339 to 0.893; Caribbean & Latin America: 0.376 

to 0.212 ) . The exception is the OECD sample (from 0.322 to 0.297, i.e. just around 7.76%). 

The fit only has moderately increased in the Mixed region (from 0.332 to 0.365) and in the 

Caribbean and Latin America (from 0.113 to 0.183) samples. Sub-Sahara Africa experienced 

a fairly high increase in its fit (from 0.213 to 0.373) while OECD fit was raised more than 500 

per cent (from 0.069 to 0.347). In general, the overall fit has improved in each sample 
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indicating that human capital is a relevant variable. However, the fit remains relatively low in 

all samples. This can be explained by the fact that the fit is typically smaller in cross section 

models, by the small size of the samples and the omission of other relevant variables such as 

technology, public expenditures, etc. 

All the signs are consistent with the expectations from the theory saying that physical and 

human capitals affect the income positively while population growth has a negative effect on 

income. 

The regression coefficients for human capital are highly significant in the OECD and Sub-

Sahara samples, while the regression coefficient for physical capital is highly significant in 

the Mixed region sample. 

Following MRW, there was made a restriction on the sum of the coefficients of the 

explanatory variables to be equal zero. At 5% significance level, the restriction is not rejected 

in any sample.  

In the Sub-Sahara Africa sample, it was found that the exponents on physical and human 

capital   and   are approximately 1/3 each, which supports the expectations about the 

magnitudes of the shares of the physical and human capital in the total income level. In 

OECD and the Caribbean and Latin America regions, the human capital income share is about 

one third whereas physical capital is paid less than 0.15. In the Mixed region sample, physical 

capital is paid almost 0.40 while human capital is rewarded by roughly 0.20. In short, human 

capital inclusion has improved the findings of the Solow model. 

4.2 Estimations of Economies out of Steady-State 

Unlike the previous sections where economies are assumed to be in steady state, the sections 

below will take into consideration out-of-steady-state dynamics. All the estimations in the 

coming tables will mainly be based on the equation (3.16). In a first stage, the fact that 

countries differ in population and technological growth rates, as well as saving rates, is 

ignored. In a second stage, these differences are taken into account.  

4.2.1 The absolute convergence model 

The theory arguing that countries with low initial income levels tend to grow faster, leads to 

the conclusion that income at time zero is negatively related to the growth in income over the 

sample period. Thus, the natural logarithm of income per worker in 1975 is expected to have a 

negative sign. Besides, if the absolute value of the regression coefficient is high, it means that 

the influence of the initial value of income on the income growth over the sample period is 

significant.  
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Table 5: Test for absolute convergence (for more details see Appendix D) 

                             Dependent variable:  ln difference GDP per worker 1975-2009 

Sample:                            Sub-Sah. Afr.          OECD           Mixed Reg. C.        Carib & Lat. Amer 

Observations:                            30                        29                       27                             21 

Constant:                                +0.825               +5.146              +2.430                      +0.249 

                                                (1.071)              (0.757)               (1.068)                     (1.736)                                                                                                                                                         

ln (Y 1975):                             -0.093              -0.445                -0.189                        -0.015             

                                                (0.132)              (0.072)               (0.125)                     (0.182) 

                                          -0.018                0.567                  0.047                      -0.052 

s.e.e.                                         0.603                 0.183                  0.556                       0.399 

Implied                                 0.002857             0.0173               0.00616                   0.00045 

Notice: the standard errors are in the parentheses 

From the regression results reported in Table 5, it is found that the coefficients for the initial 

income level appear with correct signs even though they are not statistically significant except 

in the OECD sample. As in the previous tables, the goodness of fit is high in OECD group 

while otherwise it is almost zero. 

The figures below exhibit the presence or absence of unconditional convergence by plotting 

GDP/worker in 1975 (x-axis) against the per worker income growth rate for the period 1975-

2009(y-axis). We expect to observe a downward sloping trend from left to right to be able to 

infer the possibility of absolute convergence. 

 

 

        

Figure 4.2.1. Unconditional Convergence, OECD 
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Figure 4.2.2. Unconditional Convergence, Sub-Sahara Africa 

 

 

Figure 4.2.3. Unconditional Convergence, Mixed region 
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Figure 4.2.4. Unconditional Convergence, Caribbean and Latin America 

Observing the graphs above, we notice that only OECD countries show a tendency to 

converge to the same steady-state level of per worker income in the long run. These countries 

are similar in n, s and g. This is probably the reason why we obtain a very high fit in this 

particular sample. The results presented in the graphs above confirm the findings of Baumol 

(1986) and Barro (1992), saying that among very similar countries like in the OECD the 

convergence will be clearly observed. However, for a wider group of countries a more general 

model seems to be required, like the model of conditional convergence. 

4.2.2 Conditional convergence without human capital 

In the case where countries differ with respect to their population growth rates n, savings rates 

s and technological growth rates g, the Solow model predicts that countries will converge to 

different steady-states and, as a result, there is conditional converge (MRW, 1992). 

The regression results reported in Table 6 are taking account of savings rates and the 

population growth rates in equation (3.16).  We then observe an increase, in magnitude, of the 

coefficient on the initial income. The second ascertainment is that the regression coefficient 

signs are as expected, except on the coefficient of the saving rate in the Caribbean and Latin 

America sample. The income level coefficients as well as the saving rate coefficients are 

significant only in the OECD sample, and the population growth rate coefficient is significant 

in all samples except the Sub-Sahara Africa.  
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Table 6: Test for Conditional Convergence (without HC) (for more details see Appendix E) 

Dependent variable:  ln difference GDP per worker 1975-2009 

Sample:                            Sub-Sah. Afr.        OECD           Mixed Reg. C.        Carib & Lat. Amer 

Observations:                            30                      29                       27                            21 

Constant:                                 -0.900               +4.235             -0.591                      -3.535 

                                                (3.897)              (1.076)              (2.424)                     (2.940)                                                                                                                                                         

ln (Y 1975):                             -0.194               -0.464               -0.286                      -0.049             

                                                 (0.137)              (0.067)              (0.133)                    (0.186) 

                                            +0.432              + 0.374              +0.453                      -0.128          

                                                 (0.254)              (0.170)              (0.321)                    (0.309) 

ln (n+0.05)                               -1.270               -0.586                -1.658                      -1.439 

                                                 (1.452)              (0.329)              (0.726)                    (0.746) 

                                            0.055                0.645                 0.215                       0.042 

s.e.e.                                          0.613                 0.165                 0.505                       0.381 

Implied                                  0.00635              0.01834             0.0099                    0.00148 

 

The results of Table 6 also show that the overall fit for each of the samples has increased, but it is 

satisfactory only for OECD area. The speed of convergence computed based on the coefficient of 

lnY1975. The OECD countries have the highest speed, meaning that these economies are further 

away from their steady-state while all others are closer to their (lower) steady states.  

These findings prove that countries tend to have different steady states due to different values of 

saving rates, technological growth rates, population growth rates and depreciation. Only in the 

OECD countries the evidence of conditional convergence is seen, because they are homogenous. 

4.2.3 Conditional convergence with human capital 

At this step, equation (3.16) is entirely considered. Table 7 exhibits the results documentation 

obtained by regressing the natural logarithm of per worker income difference on the natural 

logarithm of the initial income, the savings rate, the population growth rate and the percentage 

of the working-age population in secondary school. The main purpose here is to evaluate the 

effect of human capital on the income variation across countries.  
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Table 7: Test for Conditional Convergence (with HC) (for more details see Appendix F) 

                          Dependent variable:  ln difference GDP per worker 1975-2009 

Sample:                            Sub-Sah. Afr.        OECD           Mixed Reg. C.        Carib & Lat. Amer 

Observations:                            30                       29                       27                            21 

Constant:                                 -0.528               +5.470              +1.279                     -0.476 

                                                (4.101)               (1.124)             (2.565)                     (3.103)                                                                                                                                                         

ln (Y 1975):                             -0.229                -0.525               -0.309                      -0.062             

                                                 (0.171)              (0.067)             (0.128)                     (0.172) 

                                              0.407                 0.357                0.145                      -0.270      

                                                 (0.268)              (0.157)              (0.356)                     (0.293) 

ln(n+0.05)                                -1.267                -0.447               -1.069                      -0.533           

                                                 (1.477)              (0.309)              (0.775)                     (0.820) 

                                              0.062                  0.357                0.408                       0.576 

                                                 (0.176)               (0.157)              (0.236)                    (0.286) 

                                            0.022                 0.699                  0.277                      0.189 

s.e.e.                                          0.5912               0.153                  0.484                      0.351 

Implied                                   0.007656            0.0219               0.01087                  0.00188 

Adding the human capital variable increases, in absolute value, the regression coefficients of 

lnY75 and ln (n+0.05) in each sample. It has caused however a decrease of the coefficients on 

the saving rate. The coefficients are highly significant in two samples – OECD and Mixed 

regions. Curiously, physical capital affects negatively the income variation in the Caribbean 

and Latin America group. The effect is, however, not significant. Human capital has entered 

significantly everywhere except in the Sub-Sahara Africa sample. 

The overall fit of the regression equation has slightly increased in all the samples, except for 

Sub-Sahara Africa. The fit for OECD countries is very high. In order to improve the fit for the 

three samples, the inclusion of more explanatory variables such as openness, female school 

enrolment rates, fertility rates, etc. (Barro, 1991). However, Acemoglu (2008, ch.3) warns for 

possible correlation between variables. 

Regarding the implied speed of convergence, the model with the human capital leads to 

convergence faster than the model without it. These results again support the presence of the 

conditional convergence phenomenon. 
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5. Conclusion 

The first aim of the thesis was to test how well the basic Solow model and the augmented 

Solow model explain the variation in income per capita across countries. The current study 

showed that the augmented Solow model explains more variation in income per capita than 

the basic Solow model.  

In general, in the basic Solow model the absolute impact of the physical capital investment 

rate and population growth rate on income is higher than predicted by the model (higher than 

0,5), and the share of income distributed to the capital owners is also high. The fit of the basic 

Solow model is low, which contradicts the result received by MRW (1992) and shows that 

there are other income-related factors, such as human capital, technology, government size, 

etc. that can contribute to the explanation of the income variation across countries.   

After the addition of the proxy for human capital – the share of the labour force attaining 

secondary school – into the model, it was found that the magnitudes on the regression 

coefficients has decreased in all the samples and the fit improved considerably. The adjusted 

coefficient of determination is still relatively low but it is satisfactory in a cross sectional data. 

This, therefore, shows the robustness of human capital in explaining economic growth.  

The share of the income distributed to the physical and human capital is more precise in the 

sample of Sub-Sahara Africa, while in three other samples it only ranges around the expected 

value. The augmented Solow model supports the findings of the MRW (1992) concluding that 

capital tends to receive its social return. Both models give the signs as predicted by the theory. 

In case of the augmented Solow model the data supports that physical and human capital are 

influencing positively the variation in income, while the population growth rate has a negative 

influence on it.  

The second aim was to examine the presence of the convergence across the countries. The 

real data used in the current thesis showed the evidence of the convergence phenomenon and 

allowed to distinguish between the absolute and the conditional convergence. Absolute 

convergence is observed only among the OECD countries as these countries are similar in 

population and technological growth rates and capital depreciation rate. The augmented 

Solow model provides a better evidence of the conditional convergence, as the overall fit of 

the model and the influence of the initial level of income on the income difference increase. 

The OECD sample is characterized by statistically significant regression coefficients, while 

for other samples the significance varies from model to model. These results support the 

findings of MRW(1992) and Baumol (1986), indicating that the absolute convergence will be 

observed only if the countries are similar in their investment patterns, population growth rates 

and technological change. Otherwise, there can be the presence of conditional convergence 

indicating that each country will converge to its own steady state.  

The current thesis allowed comparing the speed of convergence implied by the basic and the 

augmented Solow models. The results showed that under the conditions of the augmented 

Solow model the countries tend to converge faster to their steady states. Thus, the results of 

the current study support the findings of MRW (1992), implying that the augmented Solow 
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model can explain much of the variation in income among the countries through the variation 

in physical capital investment rate, population growth rate and human capital investment rate.  

The study showed that in general the fit of both models to the real data is less than 50%. One 

of the reasons for the low fit may be the absence of other important variables that can explain 

income variation in the model.  Thus, the recommendations for the future research are to test 

the influence of other variables such as technology, inflation rate, public expenditure and etc. 

on income. Also other proxies for the human capital can be tested.  

In order to decrease the income gap between low and high income countries, a control of 

demography and higher investments into human capital can be recommended.  

Most of the low income countries should control their demographic growth, because the 

positive effect of physical and human capital on income is automatically absorbed by a high 

population growth rate. Thereby, no real net economic growth is observed. At the same time, 

poor countries should mainly concentrate on investing in human capital, especially education 

which includes young girls. This has a double advantage. Firstly, educating girls will 

inevitably decrease the expansion of the population. Secondly, educated labour can easily 

copy the technology already available and, thus, produce more and better products. This 

supports the complementarity between physical and human capital. However, the institutional 

quality improvement is a prerequisite for these policies to be fully implemented. 
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Appendix A – Descriptive Statistics of the Data 
 

Table 1: Sub-Sahara Africa region, a sample of 30 countries 

 

             GDP/ worker Growth 1975-2009 
                        

Variables 
 

1975 2009         GDP 
Labour 

force : n 
I/GDP: 

   
       School:  

   
 
Average 4860,7049 5585,6177 0,0025078 0,0260946 0,2037216 0,18145 
 
Stard dev. 6480,6165 6424,3869 0,0175016 0,005535 0,0931047 0,1356109 
 
Min 687,31949 640,21471 – 0,04621 0,0109302 0,078224 0,025125 
 
Max 31886,96 21912,811 0,0359649 0,0323626 0,44645 0,4915 
 
Coeff. Dev. (%) 133,32668 115,01658 697,86539 21,21143 45,701918 74,73735 

 

The average GDP per worker in 1975 ,which will be used for testing convergence, is  around 

4861 ranging from 687 to 31887.The coefficient of variation( CV) is larger than 100%;. 

The average GDP per worker is around 5586 ranging somewhere between 640 and 21912 and 

has a CV larger 100%. 

The average growth rate of GDP per worker for the period 1975-2009 is approximately 0.25% 

per year. This is explained by the fact that a considerable number of countries in the Sub-

Sahara region have experienced economic contraction while others did fairly well with a 

maximum average growth of almost 3.6% in this period of time. This possibly explains that it 

has highest CV in the series, reflecting a vast diversification of economic performance in this 

part of the world. 

The average growth rate of the labor force is in the neighborhood of 2.6% per year, ranging 

from 1.1% to around 3.2%. Here we have the lowest CV (around 21%), explaining the 

demographic similarities among the majority of Sub-Saharan countries. 

The mean formation of physical capital is around 20.4% of GDP per year, with Sudan 

investing the lowest share of its GDP in the capital formation (approximately 8%). The CV is 

nearly 45.7% highlighting some degree of diversity in building physical capital stock. 

The average enrolment rate of the working age population in secondary school is around 18% 

with around 13% of standard deviation. 
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Table 2: OECD region, a sample of 29 countries 

 
           GDP/Worker Growth 1975-2009 

 I/GDP:  
   

School: 
    

 

 
1975 2009        GDP/worker 

Labour 
force :n 

 
Average 36993,516 58464,00 0,014800711 0,007180 0,22179597 0,45181465 
 
Stad dev 13161,630 15880,46 0,008171252 0,005780 0,04365913 0,10709363 
 
Min 11212 26534 0,0021743 -0,001435 0,1528199 0,205 
 
Max 56570,924 88963,44 0,042391932 0,022604 0,3705 0,657625 
 
Coef. Var (%) 35,578207 27,16280 55,2085073 80,50442 19,6843654 23,7030025 

 

From the table above, we observe: 

The 1975 per worker income is almost 36994 on average and it ranges from 11 212 to nearly 

56 571. The standard deviation from the mean GDP is 13161.63. 

The 58464 average per worker GDP in 2009 is located between 26534 and 88963 with a 

standard deviation of 15880. The CV of about 27% indicates that these economies are not 

considerably diversified in terms of income. 

The average growth rate of GDP of this data set for the period 1975-2009, is almost 1.5% 

with 0.82% of standard deviation. With a CV just above 55%, it can be concluded that these 

countries have been moderately diversified in terms of per worker income growth. 

The labor force has had a slight growth rate of around 0.72% on average. Notice that Hungary 

has experienced the least growth (less than -0.144%) of the working age population 

throughout the period 1975-2009 whereas Israel reached over 2%. However, the CV is 

slightly larger than 80.5%, exhibiting the prevalence of a fairly high level of demographic 

variability among these economies.  

This set of OECD countries has invested on average more than 22% of GDP in physical 

capital formation. The standard deviation is fairly small (approximately 4.4%) leading to the 

lowest CV of less than 20%  in this series of countries, indicating high similarities regarding 

the share of income devoted in capital formation. It is worthy to mention Korea’s lead in 

physical capital creation (more than 37% of per worker GDP). 

The average enrolment of working age population is about 45% and fluctuates between 20.5% 

for Turkey and roughly 65.8% for Australia. The CV of 24% shows no big differences in the 

stock of human capital among OECD countries. 
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Table 3: Mixed region, a sample of 27 countries 

 
GDP/Worker Growth 1975-2009 

  

 
1975 2009 GDP/worker 

Labour  
force :n 

I/GDP: 

   

School: 

   

 

Average 6873,347997 17092,97567 0,024596214 0,018124 0,273266 0,331242 
 

Std Dev 5650,245356 18359,22498 0,016731459 0,008652 0,09239 0,161222 
 

Min  1059,99628 2604,138556 -0,00528826 – 0,00562 0,120083 0,091625 
 

Max 25130,71456 81699,78009 0,073932104 0,036653 0,494132 0,675 
 

Coef. Var.(%) 82,20514019 107,4080098 68,02452891 47,73639 33,80959 48,67191 
 

From table 3, we learn that: 

The average per worker GDP is 6 873 in 1975 with a standard deviation of 5 650. The CV is 

more than 82% indicating a large per worker income diversity. 

In 2009, the average income has increased to around 17 093. However, the standard deviation 

has expanded even more, meaning that some countries in this set are growing faster than 

others. Furthermore, the CV is the highest in the data set. 

The per worker income growth is around 2.4% per year on average and ranges from -0.5 %( 

Algeria) to almost 7.4 %( China).  

The working age population has increased by more than 1.8% on average for the period 1975-

2009 for this series of countries. The Bulgarian labor force has decreased by more than 0.56% 

while Jordan has had around a 3.66% growth in its working force. 

A 27.3% share of GDP has been devoted in physical capital creation. Jordan has forgone 

almost half of its GDP (49.4%) in building new capital, followed by Singapore which 

engaged 41.5% in this matter. Largely, countries in this data set have spent a substantial part 

of their income in expanding their stock of capital, which is a reason why the CV is the 

lowest. 

The share of working age population attaining secondary school has been of 33% on average. 

Yet, a majority of Albanian workers have the highest secondary school attendance of around 

67.5%. 
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Table 4: Caribbean and Latina America region, a sample of 21 countries 

 
GDP/Worker     Growth 1975-2009 

  

 

 
 

1975 2009 GDP/worker 
Labour 
Force :n 

I/GDP:  
   

     School: 
   

 

average  15052,25 17675,74 0,003051 0,016722 0,221048 0,317131 
 

std dev 7216,001 10610,77 0,011106 0,008021 0,073473 0,111842 
 

min 4130,404 3163,195 -0,02635 -0,00058 0,103227 0,13525 
 

max 34473,34 54307,95 0,019826 0,029662 0,417137 0,57775 
 

coeff. Var. (%) 47,93968 60,03017 364,0357 47,96648 33,23859 35,26679 

 

In 1975 an average GDP per worker was 15052,25 with the standard deviation of 7216,001. 

The coefficient of variation was around 48% which shows relatively small income differences 

between the countries in the sample. 

In 2009 GDP per worker took an average value of 17675,74. The standard deviation has 

increased which means that some countries had higher growth rates than other countries. The 

variation coefficient is now around 60% and indicates much higher income differences 

between the countries. 

The economic growth rate per worker ranges from (-2,6%) to 1,98% resulting in an average 

value of 0,305%. The variation coefficient is 364% which means that countries differ 

considerably with respect to their growth rates. In particular, while some countries grow at 

positive growth rates, the incomes per capita in other countries decrease.  

The labour force growth rate was negative in some countries and positive in other countries. 

Despite this fact, the differences in the labour force growth rate were around 48% which is 

considered to be relatively small for this sample.  

The average rate of investments into the physical capital equals 22,1%. The coefficient of 

variation is the smallest for the sample which means that the countries are relatively similar 

with respect to their investment patterns. 

The countries are pretty similar in the rate of secondary school attainment as the variation 

coefficient is 35% with an average value of 32%. 
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Appendix B – Excel output for the Basic Solow Model 
 

a) Sub-Sahara region 

 

1. Unrestricted Model 

Regressionsstatistik 

       Multipel-R 0,500251 

       R-kvadrat 0,250251 

       Justerad R-kvadrat 0,194714 

       Standardfel 0,871233 

       Observationer 30 

       

         ANOVA 

        
                     fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   Regression 2 6,840553 3,420277 4,50602 0,020482 

   Residual 27 20,49424 0,759046 

     Totalt 29 27,3348       

   

           Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 3,746256 5,717512 0,655225 0,517867 -7,98511 15,47762 -7,98511 15,47762 

ln (n+0,05) -2,30189 2,158921 -1,06622 0,295765 -6,73163 2,127851 -6,73163 2,127851 

ln Sk 0,917472 0,360014 2,548435 0,016822 0,178785 1,65616 0,178785 1,65616 

 

2. Restricted Model  

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,489688 
       

R-kvadrat 0,239794 
       

Justerad R-kvadrat 0,212644 
       

Standardfel 0,861478 
       

Observationer 30 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
                     fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 1 6,554733 6,554733 8,832144 0,006021 

   
Residual 28 20,78006 0,742145 

     
Totalt 29 27,3348       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 7,248544 0,335862 21,58191 5,46E-19 6,560562 7,936526 6,560562 7,936526 

lnSk-ln(n+0.05) 0,993435 0,334277 2,971892 0,006021 0,3087 1,678171 0,3087 1,678171 
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b) OECD region 

 

1. Unrestricted Model 

Regression Statistics 
       

Multiple R 0,387846 
       

R Square 0,150425 
       

Adjusted R Square 0,085073 
       

Standard Error 0,3056 
       

Observations 29 

       

         
ANOVA 

        

                  df SS MS F 
Significance 

F 

   
Regression 2 0,429928 0,214964 2,301764 0,120122 

   
Residual 26 2,428168 0,093391 

     
Total 28 2,858096       

   

         

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 

Upper 

95% Lower 95,0% Upper 95,0% 

Intercept 8,181279 1,763788 4,638471 8,73E-05 4,555761 11,8068 4,555761 11,8068 

ln(n+0.05) -1,13069 0,594501 -1,90191 0,068317 -2,3527 0,091325 -2,3527 0,091325 

ln Sk 0,321623 0,314567 1,022432 0,315996 -0,32498 0,968224 -0,32498 0,968224 

 

2. Restricted Model 

Regression Statistics 

       
Multiple R 0,320203 

       
R Square 0,10253 

       
Adjusted R Square 0,069291 

       
Standard Error 0,308224 

       
Observations 29 

       

         
ANOVA 

        

  df SS MS F 

Significance 

F 

   
Regression 1 0,293041 0,293041 3,084579 0,090376 

   
Residual 27 2,565055 0,095002 

     
Total 28 2,858096       

   

         

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% Lower 95,0% Upper 95,0% 

Intercept 10,26648 0,383388 26,77827 5,58E-21 9,479829 11,05313 9,479829 11,05313 

ln Sk-ln(n+0,05) 0,495644 0,282209 1,756297 0,090376 -0,0834 1,074689 -0,0834 1,074689 
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c) Mixed Region   

1.Unrestricted Model 

Regressionsstatistik 

       
Multipel-R 0,599762 

       
R-kvadrat 0,359715 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,306357 

       
Standardfel 0,742493 

       
Observationer 27 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 2 7,433286 3,716643 6,741642 0,004748 

   
Residual 24 13,23111 0,551296 

     
Totalt 26 20,6644       

   

         

  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% 

Övre 

95,0% 

Konstant 6,75195 2,948233 2,290168 0,0311 0,667095 12,8368 0,667095 12,8368 

ln Sk 1,339226 0,405056 3,30627 0,002966 0,503231 2,175221 0,503231 2,175221 

ln (n+0,05) -1,62885 1,06857 -1,52432 0,140498 -3,83427 0,576574 -3,83427 0,576574 

 

2. Restricted Model 

Regressionsstatistik 

       
Multipel-R 0,598352 

       
R-kvadrat 0,358026 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,332347 

       
Standardfel 0,728451 

       
Observationer 27 

       

         
ANOVA 

        

  fg KvS MKv F 
p-värde för 

F 

   
Regression 1 7,398385 7,398385 13,94237 0,000978 

   
Residual 25 13,26601 0,530641 

     
Totalt 26 20,6644       

   

         

  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% 

Övre 

95,0% 

Konstant 7,482229 0,507905 14,73154 7,88E-14 6,436179 8,52828 6,436179 8,52828 

lnSk-ln(n+0.05) 1,377171 0,368825 3,733948 0,000978 0,617563 2,13678 0,617563 2,13678 
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d) Caribbean and Latin America region 

  1. Unrestricted Model 

         
Regressionsstatistik 

       
Multipel-R 0,432351 

       
R-kvadrat 0,186927 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,096586 

       
Standardfel 0,588902 

       
Observationer 21 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  Fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 2 1,435163 0,717582 2,069118 0,155298 

   
Residual 18 6,242502 0,346806 

     
Totalt 20 7,677665       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 6,068597 3,493342 1,737189 0,099434 -1,27064 13,40784 -1,27064 13,40784 

ln Sk 0,376024 0,45277 0,830497 0,417138 -0,57521 1,327259 -0,57521 1,327259 

ln(n+0,05) -1,52243 1,152776 -1,32067 0,203159 -3,94432 0,899461 -3,94432 0,899461 

 

2. Restricted Model 

        

         Regressionsstatistik 
       Multipel-R 0,396201 
       R-kvadrat 0,156975 
       Justerad R-kvadrat 0,112605 
       Standardfel 0,583657 
       Observationer 21 
       

         ANOVA 
        

  fg KvS MKv F 
p-värde för 

F 
   

Regression 1 1,205202 
1,20520

2 
3,53788

7 0,075398 
   

Residual 19 6,472463 
0,34065

6 
     Totalt 20 7,677665       

   
         

  
Koefficiente

r 
Standardfe

l t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% 
Övre 
95% 

Nedre 
95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 8,893777 0,404138 
22,0067

8 5,56E-15 8,047906 
9,73964

7 8,047906 

9,73964726
3 

lnSk-ln(n+0,05) 0,624197 0,331856 
1,88092

7 
0,07539

8 -0,07039 1,31878 -0,07039 

1,31878043
2 
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Appendix C – Excel output for the Augmented Solow Model 
 

a) Sub-Sahara region 

 

1. Unrestricted Model 

Regressionsstatistik 

       
Multipel-R 0,647543 

       
R-kvadrat 0,419312 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,352309 

       
Standardfel 0,781345 

       
Observationer 30 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 3 11,4618 3,820599 6,258146 0,002423 

   
Residual 26 15,873 0,6105 

     
Totalt 29 27,3348       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 5,172449 5,153756 1,003627 0,324808 -5,42125 15,76615 -5,42125 15,76615 

ln (n+0,05) -1,89986 1,941685 -0,97846 0,336865 -5,89105 2,091334 -5,89105 2,091334 

ln Sk 0,527412 0,352626 1,495671 0,14678 -0,19742 1,252245 -0,19742 1,252245 

ln Sh 0,521326 0,189484 2,751291 0,010668 0,131836 0,910816 0,131836 0,910816 

 

2. Restricted Model 

Regressionsstatistik 

       
Multipel-R 0,644512 

       
R-kvadrat 0,415395 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,372091 

       
Standardfel 0,76932 

       
Observationer 30 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 2 11,35475 5,677375 9,592531 0,000712 

   
Residual 27 15,98005 0,591854 

     
Totalt 29 27,3348       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 7,326722 0,301186 24,32622 6,75E-20 6,708739 7,944705 6,708739 7,944705 

lnSk-ln(n+0.05) 0,568027 0,333806 1,701666 0,100308 -0,11689 1,252941 -0,11689 1,252941 

lnSh-ln(n+0.05) 0,528893 0,185718 2,847831 0,008315 0,147831 0,909954 0,147831 0,909954 
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b) OECD region 

 

1. Unrestricted Model 

Regression Statistics 
       

Multiple R 0,62967 
       

R Square 0,396484 
       

Adjusted R Square 0,324062 
       

Standard Error 0,262671 
       

Observations 29 

       

         
ANOVA 

        

  df SS MS F 
Significance 

F 

   
Regression 3 1,133189 0,37773 5,474638 0,004944 

   
Residual 25 1,724907 0,068996 

     
Total 28 2,858096       

   

         

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 

Upper 

95% Lower 95,0% Upper 95,0% 

Intercept 9,899959 1,608768 6,153752 1,96E-06 6,586639 13,21328 6,586639 13,21328 

ln(n+0.05) -0,69541 0,528866 -1,31491 0,200473 -1,78463 0,393806 -1,78463 0,393806 

ln Sk 0,296967 0,270489 1,097888 0,282716 -0,26012 0,85405 -0,26012 0,85405 

ln Sh 0,61594 0,192927 3,192606 0,003784 0,218599 1,013281 0,218599 1,013281 

 

 2. Restricted Model 

Regression Statistics 
       

Multiple R 0,627574 

       
R Square 0,393849 

       
Adjusted R Square 0,347222 

       
Standard Error 0,258132 

       
Observations 29 

       

         
ANOVA 

        

  df SS MS F 

Significance 

F 

   
Regression 2 1,125657 0,562829 8,446787 0,001491 

   
Residual 26 1,732439 0,066632 

     
Total 28 2,858096       

   

         

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% 

Lower 
95,0% 

Upper 
95,0% 

Intercept 9,38628 0,406318 23,10082 7,44E-19 8,551081 10,22148 8,551081 10,22148 

ln Sk-ln(n+0,05) 0,262595 0,245368 1,070206 0,294362 -0,24177 0,766957 -0,24177 0,766957 

ln Sh-ln(n+0,05) 0,584804 0,165436 3,534924 0,001552 0,244745 0,924863 0,244745 0,924863 
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c) Mixed region 

 

1. Unrestricted Model 

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,647845 

       
R-kvadrat 0,419703 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,344012 

       
Standardfel 0,722059 

       
Observationer 27 

       

         
ANOVA 

        

  fg KvS MKv F 
p-värde för 

F 

   
Regression 3 8,672915 2,890972 5,544964 0,005157 

   
Residual 23 11,99148 0,521369 

     
Totalt 26 20,6644       

   

         

  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% 
Övre 

95,0% 

Konstant 8,915147 3,191914 2,793041 0,010334 2,312169 15,51812 2,312169 15,51812 

ln Sk 0,893165 0,488721 1,827558 0,08062 -0,11783 1,904161 -0,11783 1,904161 

ln (n+0,05) -0,85085 1,155174 -0,73656 0,468839 -3,24051 1,538808 -3,24051 1,538808 

ln Sh 0,53956 0,349918 1,541961 0,136731 -0,1843 1,263421 -0,1843 1,263421 

 

2. Restricted model 

Regressionsstatistik 

       
Multipel-R 0,643639 

       
R-kvadrat 0,414271 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,36546 

       
Standardfel 0,710157 

       
Observationer 27 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 2 8,560656 4,280328 8,487282 0,001631 

   
Residual 24 12,10374 0,504323 

     
Totalt 26 20,6644       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 7,452598 0,495535 15,03951 1,03E-13 6,429864 8,475331 6,429864 8,475331 

lnSk-ln(n+0.05) 0,892916 0,480664 1,857671 0,075527 -0,09913 1,884959 -0,09913 1,884959 

lnSh-ln(n+0.05) 0,466378 0,307212 1,518097 0,142054 -0,16768 1,100432 -0,16768 1,100432 
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d) Caribbean and Latin America region 

 

1. Unrestricted Model 

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,515753 
       

R-kvadrat 0,266001 
       

Justerad R-kvadrat 0,136472 
       

Standardfel 0,575755 
       

Observationer 21 
       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 3 2,042266 0,680755 2,053597 0,144484 

   
Residual 17 5,6354 0,331494 

     
Totalt 20 7,677665       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 9,29427 4,164858 2,231593 0,039392 0,507187 18,08135 0,507187 18,08135 

ln Sk 0,212072 0,458941 0,46209 0,649876 -0,75621 1,180354 -0,75621 1,180354 

ln(n+0,05) -0,5229 1,347491 -0,38806 0,70279 -3,36586 2,320055 -3,36586 2,320055 

lnSh 0,634334 0,468733 1,353297 0,193684 -0,35461 1,623273 -0,35461 1,623273 

 

2. Restricted Model 

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,514326 
       

R-kvadrat 0,264531 
       

Justerad R-kvadrat 0,182812 
       

Standardfel 0,560093 
       

Observationer 21 
       

         
ANOVA 

        

  fg KvS MKv F 
p-värde för 

F 
   

Regression 2 2,030981 1,01549 3,23709 0,062962 
   

Residual 18 5,646684 
0,31370

5 
     

Totalt 20 7,677665       
   

         

  Koefficienter 
Standardfe

l t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 8,530544 0,447803 
19,0497

6 2,23E-13 7,589744 
9,47134330

6 7,589744133 
9,47134330

6 

lnSk-ln(n+0,05) 0,182762 0,418859 
0,43633

4 
0,66778

3 -0,69723 
1,06275230

6 
-

0,697227374 
1,06275230

6 

lnSh-ln(n+0,05) 0,58076 0,357952 1,62245 
0,12209

1 -0,17127 
1,33278966

2 
-

0,171270231 
1,33278966

2 
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Appendix D – Excel output for the Absolute convergence (see 

Table 5) 
 

a) Sub-Sahara Africa region 

Regressionsstatistik 

       
Multipel-R 0,131081 

       
R-kvadrat 0,017182 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat -0,01792 

       
Standardfel 0,603547 

       
Observationer 30 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 1 0,178315 0,178315 0,489515 0,489916 

   
Residual 28 10,19952 0,364269 

     
Totalt 29 10,37784       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 0,82531 1,070797 0,770744 0,447314 -1,36812 3,018739 -1,36812 3,018739 

ln GDP 75 -0,09257 0,132306 -0,69965 0,489916 -0,36358 0,178448 -0,36358 0,178448 

 

b) OECD region 

Regression Statistics 

       
Multiple R 0,763369 

       
R Square 0,582733 

       
Adjusted R Square 0,567278 

       
Standard Error 0,182756 

       
Observations 29 

       

         
ANOVA 

        

  df SS MS F 

Significance 

F 
   

Regression 1 1,259396 1,259396 37,7067 1,46E-06 

   
Residual 27 0,901795 0,0334 

     
Total 28 2,16119       

   

         

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% Lower 95,0% Upper 95,0% 

Intercept 5,145909 0,756828 6,799314 2,65E-07 3,593027 6,698791 3,593027 6,698791 

ln75 -0,44517 0,072496 -6,14058 1,46E-06 -0,59392 -0,29642 -0,59392 -0,29642 
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c) Mixed region 

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,288473 
       

R-kvadrat 0,083217 
       

Justerad R-kvadrat 0,046546 
       

Standardfel 0,556017 
       

Observationer 27 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 1 0,701553 0,701553 2,269262 0,144495 

   
Residual 25 7,728869 0,309155 

     
Totalt 26 8,430422       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 2,429636 1,068278 2,274348 0,031788 0,229477 4,629796 0,229477 4,629796 

ln 75 -0,18889 0,125393 -1,50641 0,144495 -0,44715 0,069359 -0,44715 0,069359 

 

d) Caribbean and Latin America region 

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,019172 
       

R-kvadrat 0,000368 
       

Justerad R-kvadrat -0,05224 
       

Standardfel 0,399197 
       

Observationer 21 
       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 1 0,001113 0,001113 0,006986 0,934263 

   
Residual 19 3,027814 0,159359 

     
Totalt 20 3,028927       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant 0,249475 1,736029 0,143705 0,887247 -3,38407 3,883025 -3,38407 3,883025 

ln Y 75 -0,01524 0,182306 -0,08358 0,934263 -0,39681 0,366332 -0,39681 0,366332 
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Appendix E – Excel output for the conditional convergence (see 

Table 6) 
a) Sub-Sahara Africa region 

Regressionsstatistik 

       
Multipel-R 0,390884 

       
R-kvadrat 0,15279 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,055036 

       
Standardfel 0,581517 

       
Observationer 30 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 3 1,585635 0,528545 1,562995 0,22218 

   
Residual 26 8,792202 0,338162 

     
Totalt 29 10,37784       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant -0,9 3,897113 -0,23094 0,81917 -8,91063 7,110635 -8,91063 7,110635 

ln GDP 75 -0,19423 0,136975 -1,41801 0,168063 -0,47579 0,087325 -0,47579 0,087325 

ln (n+0,05) -1,26982 1,451644 -0,87475 0,389719 -4,25372 1,714072 -4,25372 1,714072 

ln Sk 0,432067 0,254069 1,700588 0,100953 -0,09018 0,954314 -0,09018 0,954314 

 

b) OECD region 

Regression Statistics 

       
Multiple R 0,826573 

       
R Square 0,683223 

       
Adjusted R Square 0,64521 

       
Standard Error 0,165483 

       
Observations 29 

       

         
ANOVA 

        

  df SS MS F 

Significance 

F 

   
Regression 3 1,476575 0,492192 17,97331 1,98E-06 

   
Residual 25 0,684615 0,027385 

     
Total 28 2,16119       

   

         

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 
Upper 
95% Lower 95,0% Upper 95,0% 

Intercept 4,234828 1,075557 3,937334 0,000582 2,019676 6,44998 2,019676 6,44998 

ln1975 -0,46409 0,067163 -6,90991 3,04E-07 -0,60241 -0,32576 -0,60241 -0,32576 

ln(n+0.05) -0,58556 0,329093 -1,77932 0,08735 -1,26334 0,092219 -1,26334 0,092219 

ln Sk 0,374244 0,170466 2,195415 0,037634 0,023162 0,725326 0,023162 0,725326 
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c) Mixed region 

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,552695 
       

R-kvadrat 0,305472 
       

Justerad R-kvadrat 0,214882 
       

Standardfel 0,504552 
       

Observationer 27 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 3 2,57526 0,85842 3,372009 0,03579 

   
Residual 23 5,855162 0,254572 

     
Totalt 26 8,430422       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant -0,59073 2,423749 -0,24373 0,809603 -5,60464 4,423171 -5,60464 4,423171 

ln 75 -0,28635 0,132582 -2,15978 0,041455 -0,56061 -0,01208 -0,56061 -0,01208 

ln Sk 0,453227 0,320712 1,413191 0,170991 -0,21022 1,11667 -0,21022 1,11667 

ln (n+0,05) -1,65792 0,726153 -2,28316 0,031986 -3,16009 -0,15576 -3,16009 -0,15576 

 

d) Caribbean and Latin America region 

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,431219 
       

R-kvadrat 0,18595 
       

Justerad R-kvadrat 0,042294 
       

Standardfel 0,380843 
       

Observationer 21 
       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 3 0,563228 0,187743 1,294409 0,308508 

   
Residual 17 2,4657 0,145041 

     
Totalt 20 3,028927       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant -3,53534 2,940385 -1,20234 0,245712 -9,73901 2,66833 -9,73901 2,66833 

ln Y 75 -0,04906 0,186352 -0,26329 0,795493 -0,44223 0,344105 -0,44223 0,344105 

ln Sk -0,12829 0,309035 -0,41514 0,683234 -0,7803 0,523715 -0,7803 0,523715 

ln(n+0,05) -1,4391 0,745679 -1,92992 0,070476 -3,01234 0,134143 -3,01234 0,134143 
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Appendix F. Excel output for the conditional convergence (see 

Table 7) 
 

a) Sub-Sahara Africa region 

Regressionsstatistik 

       
Multipel-R 0,396244 

       
R-kvadrat 0,157009 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,02213 

       
Standardfel 0,591555 

       
Observationer 30 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 4 1,629414 0,407354 1,164077 0,350317 

   
Residual 25 8,748423 0,349937 

     
Totalt 29 10,37784       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant -0,52824 4,101341 -0,1288 0,898549 -8,97511 7,918629 -8,97511 7,918629 

ln GDP 75 -0,22919 0,17083 -1,34162 0,19178 -0,58102 0,122642 -0,58102 0,122642 

ln (n+0,05) -1,26662 1,476729 -0,85772 0,399194 -4,30801 1,774756 -4,30801 1,774756 

ln Sk 0,40658 0,268312 1,515326 0,142233 -0,14602 0,959179 -0,14602 0,959179 

ln Sh 0,062209 0,175879 0,353705 0,726526 -0,30002 0,424439 -0,30002 0,424439 
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b) OECD region 

Regression Statistics 
       

Multiple R 0,861179 
       

R Square 0,741629 
       

Adjusted R Square 0,698567 
       

Standard Error 0,152533 
       

Observations 29 

       

         
ANOVA 

        

  df SS MS F 
Significance 

F 

   
Regression 4 1,602802 0,4007 17,22244 8,76E-07 

   
Residual 24 0,558389 0,023266 

     
Total 28 2,16119       

   

         

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% 

Upper               

95% Lower 95,0% Upper 95,0% 

Intercept 5,470154 1,124334 4,86524 5,85E-05 3,149643 7,790665 3,149643 7,790665 

ln1975 -0,52461 0,067138 -7,81386 4,78E-08 -0,66317 -0,38604 -0,66317 -0,38604 

ln(n+0.05) -0,44713 0,309106 -1,44652 0,160966 -1,08509 0,190835 -1,08509 0,190835 

ln Sk 0,356974 0,157301 2,269368 0,032517 0,03232 0,681627 0,03232 0,681627 

ln Sh 0,283 0,121499 2,329231 0,02859 0,032238 0,533763 0,032238 0,533763 

 

c) Mixed region 

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,623325 
       

R-kvadrat 0,388534 

       
Justerad R-kvadrat 0,277358 

       
Standardfel 0,48406 

       
Observationer 27 

       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 4 3,275506 0,818876 3,494777 0,023563 

   
Residual 22 5,154917 0,234314 

     
Totalt 26 8,430422       

   

         

  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% 
Övre 

95,0% 

Konstant 1,279281 2,56461 0,498821 0,622857 -4,0394 6,597957 -4,0394 6,597957 

ln 75 -0,30923 0,127884 -2,41803 0,024333 -0,57444 -0,04401 -0,57444 -0,04401 

ln Sk 0,144569 0,355739 0,40639 0,688382 -0,59319 0,882326 -0,59319 0,882326 

ln (n+0,05) -1,0691 0,775469 -1,37865 0,18186 -2,67733 0,539122 -2,67733 0,539122 

ln Sh 0,407716 0,235848 1,728724 0,097869 -0,0814 0,896834 -0,0814 0,896834 
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d) Caribbean and Latin America region 

Regressionsstatistik 
       

Multipel-R 0,592322 
       

R-kvadrat 0,350845 
       

Justerad R-kvadrat 0,188557 
       

Standardfel 0,350557 
       

Observationer 21 
       

         
ANOVA 

        
  fg KvS MKv F p-värde för F 

   
Regression 4 1,062685 0,265671 2,16186 0,120044 

   
Residual 16 1,966242 0,12289 

     
Totalt 20 3,028927       

   

         
  Koefficienter Standardfel t-kvot p-värde Nedre 95% Övre 95% Nedre 95,0% Övre 95,0% 

Konstant -0,47634 3,102875 -0,15352 0,879911 -7,05414 6,101462 -7,05414 6,101462 

ln Y 75 -0,06205 0,171654 -0,3615 0,722455 -0,42594 0,301837 -0,42594 0,301837 

ln Sk -0,27022 0,293042 -0,92211 0,370167 -0,89144 0,351004 -0,89144 0,351004 

ln(n+0,05) -0,533 0,820442 -0,64966 0,525132 -2,27226 1,206254 -2,27226 1,206254 

lnSh 0,575761 0,285596 2,016001 0,060911 -0,02967 1,181198 -0,02967 1,181198 
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Appendix G – Data sets 
 

a) Sub-Sahara Africa region 

Country 

GDP/ worker Growth 1975-2009 
   

1975 2009 GDP 
Labour 
force: n 

I/GDP:  
              

School: 
       

Benin 2242,88 2651,846 0,004938 0,03 0,22 0,125 
 Botswana 5332,299 17727,47 0,035965 0,03 0,39 0,492      

Burundi 687,3195 766,0451 0,003195 0,03 0,12 0,044 
 Cameroon 4213,189 4429,618 0,001474 0,03 0,18 0,191 
 Central African Republic 2095,144 1480,676 -0,01016 0,02 0,08 0,114 
 Congo, Dem. Rep. 2493,34 640,2147 -0,0392 0,03 0,14 0,167 
 Congo, Republic  3762,321 5588,683 0,011706 0,03 0,19 0,367 
 Cote d’Ivoire 4194,238 3305,758 -0,00698 0,03 0,09 0,148 
 Gabon 31886,96 21912,81 -0,01097 0,03 0,31 0,255 
 Gambia, The 2017,851 3277,356 0,014367 0,03 0,15 0,16 
 Ghana 2246,968 2704,314 0,005464 0,03 0,28 0,44 
 Kenya 2497,527 2513,711 0,00019 0,03 0,15 0,192 
 Lesotho 1507,034 2677,625 0,017049 0,01 0,33 0,159 
 Liberia 4410,729 882,6412 -0,04622 0,02 0,12 0,183 
 Malawi 1787,393 1452,952 -0,00607 0,03 0,45 0,078 
 Mali 1578,86 3552,579 0,024139 0,02 0,21 0,03 
 Mauritania 3797,424 3533,098 -0,00212 0,02 0,29 0,086 
 Mauritius 7912,978 21464,87 0,029785 0,01 0,32 0,382 
 Mozambique 944,6939 1511,319 0,013916 0,02 0,13 0,025 
 Namibia 12802,02 12870,11 0,000156 0,02 0,29 0,282 
 Niger 2076,531 1703,508 -0,00581 0,03 0,18 0,033 
 Rwanda 1499,986 2223,146 0,01164 0,03 0,11 0,052 
 Senegal 2971,212 3312,873 0,003206 0,03 0,17 0,099 
 Sierra Leone 2401,52 2092,278 -0,00405 0,02 0,11 0,112 
 South Africa 20666,38 19767,75 -0,00131 0,02 0,23 0,44 
 Sudan 4598,856 6957,572 0,012252 0,03 0,08 0,083 
 Swaziland 6744,869 10058,95 0,011825 0,03 0,23 0,347 
 Tanzania 1355,939 2280,009 0,015402 0,03 0,20 0,226 
 Togo 3447,651 1588,69 -0,02253 0,03 0,22 0,091 
 Uganda 1647,03 2640,058 0,013974 0,03 0,12 0,042 
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b) OECD region 

Country 

            GDP/Worker    Growth 1975-2009 
   

1975 2009 GDP/worker 
Labour 
force:n 

I/GDP: 
   

School: 
   

Australia 44332,1828 76176,42 0,02 0,01 0,23 0,658 
 Austria 47997,0552 71466,63 0,01 0,00 0,23 0,538 
 

Belgium 46453,0476 74980,8 0,01 0,00 0,24 0,484 
 

Canada 48427,1057 63519,48 0,01 0,01 0,19 0,613 
 

Chile 11212 26534 0,03 0,01 0,20 0,409 
 

Denmark 38371,6574 63071,67 0,01 0,00 0,21 0,385 
 

Finland 34004,2636 62325,69 0,02 0,00 0,24 0,354 
 

France 43112,1553 69245,95 0,01 0,01 0,20 0,432 
 

Germany 41169,4756 62762,13 0,01 0,00 0,21 0,424 
 

greece 42151,0319 56169,1 0,01 0,00 0,22 0,369 
 

Hungary 18912,5449 38610,52 0,02 0,00 0,19 0,52 
 Iceland 43895,8567 58005,12 0,01 0,01 0,27 0,346 
 

Ireland 31507,301 68016,11 0,02 0,01 0,23 0,496 
 

Israel 45547,8813 60194,97 0,01 0,02 0,25 0,42 
 Italy 41578,2748 66020,9 0,01 0,00 0,23 0,515 
 

Japan 34966,5055 57929,01 0,01 0,00 0,30 0,464 
 

Korea, Republic  11627,7853 49142,45 0,04 0,01 0,37 0,497 
 

Mexico 25415,5245 27365,59 0,00 0,02 0,20 0,342 
 

Netherlands 56570,9242 68873,67 0,01 0,01 0,19 0,631 
 

New Zeland 45621,1648 49837,06 0,00 0,01 0,19 0,359 
 

Norway 49035,4027 88963,44 0,02 0,00 0,25 0,507 
 

Poland 15882,0965 36180,41 0,02 0,00 0,18 0,50 
 Portugal 19604,4578 37802,59 0,02 0,00 0,26 0,229 
 

Spain 38780,873 55775,13 0,01 0,01 0,24 0,367 
 

Sweden 42294,1989 63450,54 0,01 0,00 0,18 0,564 
 

Switzerland 53197,9392 68798,85 0,01 0,01 0,26 0,492 
 

Turkey 12588,9852 29698,62 0,03 0,02 0,16 0,205 
 

U.K 38299,2802 65181,91 0,02 0,00 0,15 0,455 
 

U.S.A 50255,0124 79357,33 0,01 0,01 0,19 0,528 
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c) Mixed Region region 

 

 
 

GDP/Worker Growth 1975-2009 
   

Country 1975 2009 GDP/worker 
Labour 
force:n 

I/GDP: 
   

School: 
   

 Afghanistan 2569,82 3092,44 0,0053 0,02 0,15697 0,092 
 Albania 7055,31 13806,3 0,0194 0,01 0,32246 0,661 
 Algeria 16840,6 13988,2 -0,005 0,02 0,36165 0,266 
 Bangladesh 1537 2736,69 0,0166 0,02 0,1944 0,239 
 Bulgaria 7589,5 21969,8 0,0308 -0,01 0,21461 0,389 
 Cambodia 1581,37 3201,22 0,0204 0,02 0,12008 0,161 
 China 1060 12867,5 0,0739 0,01 0,34102 0,448 
 Cyprus 11451,4 46170,9 0,0406 0,02 0,27147 0,422 
 Egypt 4281,65 14261,1 0,035 0,02 0,20885 0,309 
 India 2509,91 8212,14 0,0344 0,02 0,22543 0,272 
 Jordan 11760,2 15144,5 0,0073 0,04 0,49413 0,393 
 Laos 1597,38 5330,41 0,035 0,02 0,14607 0,174 
 Malaysia 8985,3 26154,2 0,031 0,02 0,3197 0,452 
 Mongolia 3984,92 6689,14 0,0149 0,02 0,37949 0,614 
 Morocco 6432,02 8606,44 0,0084 0,02 0,33534 0,152 
 Nepal 1785,49 2604,14 0,0108 0,02 0,2172 0,177 
 Pakistan 4242,63 7329,14 0,0157 0,03 0,21003 0,21 
 Papua New Guinea 3403,46 5520,08 0,0139 0,02 0,15549 0,1 
 Philippines 5119,68 7167,59 0,0097 0,02 0,2098 0,332 
 Romania 9861,59 22449,8 0,0238 0,00 0,28812 0,675 
 Singapore 25130,7 81699,8 0,0343 0,02 0,41553 0,362 
 Sri Lanka 3060,82 10116,8 0,0347 0,01 0,27893 0,55 
 Syria 11597,8 12628 0,0024 0,03 0,17668 0,195 
 Taiwan 13608 60649 0,0436 0,01 0,23503 0,448 
 Thailand 3927,79 13278,9 0,0354 0,01 0,35204 0,18 
 Tunisia 10011,2 17047,3 0,0153 0,02 0,41746 0,248 
 Vietnam 1259,98 5461,73 0,0428 0,02 0,23361 0,254 
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d) Caribbean and Latin America region 

 

 
GDP/Worker    Growth 1975-2009 

   

Country 1975  2009 GDP/worker 
Labour 
force: n 

I/GDP:  
   

School: 
   

Argentina 19916,67 24961,3 0,006471 0,013212 0,21 0,34 
 Bolivia 8314,238 8202,13 -0,00039 0,020226 0,13 0,399 
 Brazil 15867,43 16006,6 0,00025 0,017705 0,23 0,232 
 Colombia 12564,31 17357,2 0,009276 0,017504 0,21 0,332 
 Costa Rica 22683,92 23474,5 0,000979 0,023679 0,19 0,3 
 Cuba 20227,56 25722,2 0,00689 0,005235 0,37 0,578 
 Dominican Republic 10729,92 21331,3 0,019826 0,01918 0,19 0,315 
 Ecuador 14245 15396,4 0,002223 0,022165 0,30 0,282 
 El Salvador 14151,53 15288,4 0,00221 0,011558 0,14 0,199 
 Guatemala 13800,27 15327,4 0,003003 0,023854 0,17 0,135 
 Guyana 8405,468 9591,37 0,003778 -0,00058 0,42 0,408 
 Haiti 4130,404 3163,2 -0,00759 0,020762 0,10 0,193 
 Honduras 8511,196 10086 0,004862 0,029662 0,22 0,228 
 Jamaica 18646,13 20164,7 0,00224 0,008665 0,24 0,437 
 Nicaragua 13300,23 5223,39 -0,02635 0,024672 0,25 0,181 
 Panama 12052,06 21710,8 0,016959 0,0192 0,19 0,373 
 Paraguay 6962,365 7733,15 0,003004 0,023265 0,23 0,29 
 Peru 17152,3 15269,9 -0,00332 0,018592 0,22 0,378 
 Trinidad &Tobago 28102,07 54307,9 0,019002 0,005886 0,27 0,492 
 Uruguay 11860,87 22016,5 0,01783 0,004325 0,18 0,368 
 Venezuela 34473,34 18856 -0,01709 0,0224 0,20 0,201 
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